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The Insolvency Regulation

5. 1 The Overall Nature of and Core Approaches
to Insolvency and Private International Law

Ts-whoievolumeand many others with it ar8uably are testimony to private international
subject of insolvency proceedings by its nature almost always mvoiv esTmuTtitodTof

stakeholders, and the subject-matter'of the multitude ofclaims~is~muchmoure^rkTthaun
in me average private international law scenario.1

^ There are two core approaches to insolvency and private international law. 'Universality'
a!gues. that, against one Particular insolvent Person (whether hebea"pnvateindivK}u7ror
,
an, u^deJtaki.ng)>. only one msolvency Procedure ought to be opened.rThis~oneu pro^dm:e
wouldthen (have to^ndude a11 debte and assets, and decisions readied mitFcou^
to, ber£CTised by a11 °therJuri^ictions. In its purest form;unive~rsalhy"combmue7umuv6er-t

:s, with unity of proceedings. The often used term 'lex concursus''ismoreor'\ess
umquely2 attachedto the universality doctrine. It refers tothekwofthe'pkce°wh"ereln s^3
venucyproTedin gshave been °PenedS^^s', as a variety of claims'concurZ'andhTnts
at ^standard Gleichlauf between forum and applicable Iawmmsolven'c7proceedml glsil

. territorial approach to insolvency proceedings focuses on die location" oTthTas^ets:
anmsollencyproceeding may/must be °Pened in each State where'the7nso^ent LTs 7s's^,
and, in its purest form any consequences of such proceeding are Umited"to"the"te7ritoor°v

1: territoriality of effects and plurality of proceedings.
^one doe!notreally 'support'one theory °rAe other. RaTher, universality is what one

asplresto; territorialityis the interim (P°tentially ultimate) reality. The universal approach
^oniy.T_kwhelo therstatesaccepttheexcLusivityoftheproceedi"gsm'adife
md.arch,appytoattach consequences to the findings of those proceTdmgs"Thi7requTrLes

>i- or multilateral agreements and eventually a global approach to msolve^cypro'cee^

JOTfZSjtofcn;selt he UKSUPreme court m^b,nvEurofinance SA [2012] UKSC 46 (not within thesropeclf^SenJReguia lo;nasnoneofAedeb^^^^
.
l&ammaticauLofcourse-there is "° ̂ asonwhytoco'^us 'cwldn^^^^^^

trmeLhwev£['-standardterminology. is such asto reserve it~for"th7un^ursalityTrt^ey. lu IDe Ierntonallty doc-
chap^ere &e three processes ofpri^ate mtematioDallaw. ^d'^"dardTonn7ecuting'fa^ors'. in the introductory
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Genesis of the Insolvency Regulation 275

5.2 Genesis of the Insolvency Regulation
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As noted above in the review of the Brussels I Recast, insolvency was exempt from the 1968
Brussels Convention. This was evidently not because it was not deemed to have any rel-
evance to business. Rather it was seen to be of such high relevance to cross-border business,
that it required a specific, tailor-made regime. Unlike the majority of issues dealt with in
the Brussels Convention (and the subsequent Regulation), the subject of insolvent pro-
ceedings by its nature almost always involves a multitude of stakeholders, and the subject-
matter of the multitude of claims is much more varied than in the average Rome I or Rome II
situation.

There have been plenty of attempts to come to a Convention in the insolvency field. 4 In
May 1996 one was very nearly there. The entry into force of the 23 November 1995 Conven-
tion on insolvency proceedings5 was made subject to ratification by all 15 Member States
at the time, 6 within a period of 6 months. This period lapsed on 24 May 1996 without the
United Kingdom having ratified (due to strategic quarrels over the institutional position of
Gibraltar, and the lingering animosity between the UK and the other Member States over
the fall-out of the BSE crisis). Having nearly succeeded, it would of course have been foolish
not to somehow recycle the 1995 text. In the meantime, the legal basis for the initiative had
changed. Article 65 EC, in combination with 67(1) EC, post Amsterdam, no longer kept the
issue outside of the EC'S legal framework:

Article 65: 'Measures in the field of judicial cooperation in civil matters having cross-border impli-
cations, to be taken in accordance with Article 67 and in so far as necessary for the proper function-
ing of the internal market, shall include:...

Article 67: 1. During a transitional period of five years following the entry into force of the Treaty
of Amsterdam, the Council shall act unanimously on a proposal from the Commission or on the
initiative of a Member State and after consulting the European Parliament.

The Member States taking the 'initiative' where Germany and Finland under their respec-
tive 1999 presidencies of the Union. The 'Insolvency Regulation', Regulation 1346/2000,7
which is reviewed in this heading, by default has become a global focal point for attempts
to reach a multilateral approach to jurisdiction and applicable law in insolvency proceed-
ings. There is no global or truly multilateral equivalent of the Regulation. Especially given
the use of some of the core concepts of the Regulation (first and foremost the 'Centre of
Main Interest-COMI, as the main jurisdictional driver) in other jurisdictions, too, their
interpretation by courts of the Member States under the guidance of the European Court
of Justice, has become of global interest.8

Interestingly, given the collapse of the 1995 Convention at the last moment only, it
already had aU the trimmings of EC private international law Conventions, including the

not within the

EU).
.itoriality doc-

; introductory

4 See the overview in G Moss, IF Fletcher and S Isaacs (cds), The EC Regulation on Insolvency Proceedings, 2nd
edn (Oxford, OUP, 2009) 2 ff.

5 It can be downloaded from the Archives of European Integration, eg via http://aei. pitt. edu/2840/.
6 Art 49(3): 'This Convention shall not enter into force until it has been ratified, accepted or approved by aB the

Member States of the European Union as constituted on the date on which this Convention is closed for signature.'
7 Regulation 1346/2000, [2000] OJL160/1.
8 See egA Ragan, 'COMI Strikes a Discordant Note' (2010) 27 Emory Bankruptcy Developments Journal 117-68.
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276 The Insolvency Regulation

accompanying 'Report', in this case the Virgos-Schmit Report. 9 The Report never having
been formally adopted, it nevertheless has considerable influence in the application of the
Insolvency Regulation. The institutional awkwardness is made more poignant by the afore-
mentioned legal basis of the Regulation. In the five-year interim period post Amsterdam,
the Commission did not have sole right of initiative. In this case, given the history of the
Regulation, Germany and Finland revived the Convention text more or less as it stood,
leading to a lack of Commission proposal (and explanatory Memorandum) and, given the
streamlined decision-making procedure, neither any extensive Parliament involvement.
The Regulation's travaux pr^paratoires in other words are thin on the ground, making the
Virgos-Schmit Report an important (if unofficial and never formally adopted) reference.
The eventual Regulation tries to pre-empt some of the perhaps expected controversy by
making full albeit not unusual use of recitals.

The Regulation does not apply to Denmark, which has created one or two peculiar dif-
ficulties, for instance that English courts can justifiably consider the use ofanti-suit injunc-
tions against Danish proceedings (see a recent application (injunction not granted) in Swiss
Marine. 10'11) This is probably not possible in the context of the insolvency Regulation (see
further, Kemsley). 12

9 It canbe downloaded from the Archives of European Integration, eg via http://aei.pitt.edu/952/.
10 SwissMarineCorporationLimitedvOWSupply6-tradingA/S(mbankruptcy)l2015]E'WHC1571.SwissM!itme

CorporationLimited ('SwissMarine') applied for an anti-suit injunction against OW Supply & Trading A/S ('OW
Supply'), a Danish company that had filed for bankruptcy in the Bankruptcy Court ofAalborg, Denmark on 7
November 2014 SwissMarine sought an order restraining OW Supply (i) from proceeding with an action that
it had brought in the District Court in Lyngby, Denmark (the 'Lyngby action') and (ii) from commencing any
other or further proceedings in Denmark or elsewhere against SwissMarine directed to obtaining a 'disputed sum
claimed under an ISDA Master Agreement (the 'ISDA Agreement') or any transaction thereunder.

The Brussels I Recast did not apply for the dispute arguably fell under that Regulation's insolvency exception.
. " In,s Tncr Regulation as noted does not apply for Denmark has opted out of it. The High Court held essen-

tially that the Lygnby action is not covered by the jurisdiction agreement because it was not a suit, action or pro-
ceedings relating to a dispute arising out of or in connection with the ISDA Agreement or any non-contractual
obligations arising out of or in relation to it. The Court followed the defendant's argument that OW Supply was
not seeking to have determined any dispute under the ISDAAgreement or about the parties' rights and obligations
under it, and there was no dispute about their contractual rights and obligations. The question for the Lyngby
court was how the Danish insolvent regime applied to the parties. In the words of Smith J: 'The wording [of Ac
choice of court clause in the ISDA Agreement] does not bear on the question whether OW Supply can invoke the
protection of Danish insolvency rules, or whether the jurisdiction agreement was intended to prevent this. I cannot
accept that the parties evinced an intention in the schedule that OW Supply (or SwissMarine) should abandon the
protection of its national insolvency regime' (26). In conclusion, SwissMarine have not shown a sufficient case that
the jurisdiction agreement applies to the Lyngby action to justify its submission that it should be granted an anti-
suit injunction on the grounds that in bringing and pursuing the action OW Supply is acting in breach of it (29).

Smith J also discussed at length the impact of the Brussels I and Brussels I Recast Regulation on the reference,
in the choice of court provision of the ISDA Agreement, to'Convention' (ie 1968 Brussels Convention) parties.
Although this discussion had no bearing on the eventual outcome, the Court's (disputable) conclusion that refer-
ence to Convention States should be read as such (and not include 'Regulation' States), in my view would merit
adaptation, by parties ad hoc or generally, of the relevant choice of court clause.

See for an application by the Courts of the Isle of Man in favour of US proceedings (to which the Regulation
equally does not apply) Interdevelco Limited v Waste2Energy Group Holdings Pic CHP 2012/56. The Isle"of Man
^ co.u? declmed to accept .jurisdiction in insolvency proceedings against a company incorporated in the Isle

of Man. Waste2Energy may be incorporated in the Isle of Man but it has considerable commercial connections in
the US, where other companies within the group are located, and is subject to insolvency proceedings there. The
Manx court had jurisdiction in principle, on the basis of the incorporation there. However, Manx rules on civil
procedure include a general forum non conveniens rule, and its insolvency laws express clear preference for uni-
versality. The combination of both with comity led the High Court to relinquish jurisdiction in favour of the US.

12 See n 75 below and accompanying text.
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General Context of the 2015 Amendments 277

In the meantime, the Regulation was considerably amended in 2015. It will be replaced
by Regulation 2015/848, 13 which will apply to insolvency proceedings opened after 26 June
2017 I use 'EIR 2015' for the new Regulation and 'former EIR' when I refer to Regulation
1346/2000. A first observation when comparing the old and new version of the EIR is that
the Regulation, and its recitals, 14 have almost doubled in size. That is in some measure due
to the introduction of an entirely new chapter for group insolvency.

5. 3 General Context of the 2015 Amendments

The EIR 2015 is the result of an entire 'insolvency package', which was adopted by the
European Commission in December 2012. 15 The whole package comprises the proposal
to revise Regulation 1346/2000, 16 the Hess-Oberhammer-Pfeiffer-Pieckenbrock-Seagon
Report on the application of that Regulation,17 the Commission Report on same, 18'an
Impact Assessment19 and a Communication on a new European approach on business
failure and insolvency. 20 That latter Communication was later supplemented with a
Recommendation,21 in which the Commission again observed the lack of harmonisation
at the applicable and substantive law level. The Recommendation includes among others
guidelines on the facilitation of negotiations for business restructuring.

A report on the functioning of the former Regulation was scheduled for June 2012, with
the Commission having tendered a study in late 2011, collecting information on the prac-
tice in the Member States. In its call for tender, the Commission identified a number or
changes in the insolvency environment since the adoption of the Regulation:22 the number
of Member States has increased twice since (in 2004 and 2007), meaning 12 new Member
States have entered the arena, some of which have rather specific insolvent procedures.
Generally, some Member States adopted new legal schemes for restructuring and treatment
of insolvency, based on the UNCITRAL Model Law. Finally, the organisation of business
itself has changed: companies are incorporated in international groups (parent company
and subsidiaries), they apply corporate governance rules, and have access to capital in the

13 Regulation 2015/848, [2015] OJL141/19.
14 I am grateful to ProfWessels for providing, on his blog (http://bobwessels.nV2015/08/2015-08-docl-eu-

insolvency-regulation-v-recast-recitals-compared/, accessed 22 September 2015) a table of equivalence of the old
and new Regulation's recitals.

'Giving Honest Businesses a Second Chance: Commission Proposes Modern Insolvency Rules', IP/12/1354,
12 December 2015, available via http://europa. eu/rapid/press-release_IP-12-1354_en. htm or ow. ly/QlxlH
accessed 24 July 2015. ' * . , - ------_-. --. - .....,, ^.... ^,

16 COM(2012) 744.
17 B Hess, P Oberhammer, T Pfeiffer, A Pieckenbrock and C Seagon, External Evaluation of Regulation 1346/2000

on Insolvency Proceedings (December 2012), available at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/dvil/files/evaluatioiL
insolvency_en. pdf or owJy/QlymC, accessed 24 July 2015.

18 COM(2012) 743.
19 SWD(2012) 416, available via http://ec.europa.eu/justice/civil/files/insolvency-ia_en.pdf or ow.ly/QlzUT,

accessed 24 July 2015.
20 COM(2012) 742.

Commission Recommendation of 12 March 2014 on a new approach to business failure and ii
COM(2014) 1500. " ^ ^^---^------.."".".."

22 Open invitation to tender JUST/2011/JCIV/PR/0049/A4.
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278 The Insolvency Regulation

financial markets. Faced with new risks (global economy, relocation of business, unemolnv-
ment, the 2008 financial crisis), European companies have had to adapt'cont'ir

In most Membe^State^bankruptcy law has been modernised to fit with the new eco-
nioT"onteM:be"de traditional collective insolvency proceedings decided by the7o'urto"n

i^of the debtor's msolvency, new schemes applicable to agroupofmamcredho'rs
s, public bodies) at a pre-insolvency stage are regarded as being moreeffide nt^

, of business continuation and preservation of jobs. At the same-time, 'newDro^
ceduresfor the treatment of over-mdebtedness of natural/persons"havrb een7ut"mvvp^e
lnma"y.countries (eg <civil bankruPtcy) with a view to guaranteeing a decent life to'the
poorest debtors (as a principle of social justice).
^s-a. consequence' the commission flagged in particular the following difficulties in

1 which, it suggested, may have required an amendment to Ae Regulation:27

1. Scope of the Regulation

- Alllmitat. ion ofthe, scope. of.the Regulati°" to insolvency and winding-up proceedings as defined in
Articles 1 and 2 and listed in Annexes A and B thereof and a possible e^sfontohvbrTd
^prc:uinsTtency.compukory arran8ementsto P^^nt the formal7nsolvencyproc'eedinugCfoT^Z
pie in the UK; "pre-pack", French "sauvegarde");
^eCTdusio^from_the scope of the mstitutions referrecl to in Article 1 (2). The re-organisation of
financial undertakings and payment systems and from the Directives should be exammecfaTaTo^b
extension of the scope of the Regulation;
th^m^tionof_th_etemtorial scope and its_£ffect on "solvency procedures involving debtors with
a-COMIOr assets in Denmark and/or non-EU states; in Particular, the effect ofDani?hude'c^ons'^

- the delineation of the scope with other Union instruments in the area of civil justice, notably the JR.
2. The system of main and secondary proceedings:

jurisdiction for opening proceedings: the concept of COMI;
~ Ae!ssueof LTSfeI of, seat/shift °fcoMi to another Member State (Case C-l/04 Staubitz-Schreiber,

ca_s_e_c;396/09. Interedil). and the_rdati""ship with the principle of freedom'of es'tabUshmenTa'nd'
^ratemob!lity. (Artide49TFEUCase c-210/06 cartesio> ̂ "dusions of'the Experts:'Group~on
EU^Tancompany Law 2011) and Dirediveon Ae appr mati°"°ft^^^^^
^?nseas£Iarding ofemployees'rights m the event "Transfers of undertakings, b^e^or'p^

- the division of powers between main and secondary proceedings;
- pending parallel insolvency proceedings;

r.ecognltlon and eDforcement of decision °P»mg insolvency proceedings in another Member State;
licy exception; ~ '" " -..---.--^ u.»^,

- recognition and enforcement of other decisions under the Regulation.

sSLS.olvency of groups of compani£s' the aPPlicati°" °f the Regulation taken by national courts m such
4. Debt adjustment of private individuals ("consumer bankruptcy").
5;fasolwMJProceedings and arbitratio n/ADR: effect of insolvency on arbitration/ADR dauses, effect ofarbi-
tration/ADR proceedings in context of Article 15. ' ~ --.--. ~~^,

6, ~ ^pucabkkwmles;lexfon vs fe?c situs' rules_on protection of rigto '" ̂  ^t-off, reservation of title.
7. Claims handling and distribution, priority of security. " - " """" "-'.-'"". uuc.
8. Detrimental acts, avoidance actions.

Ibid, footnotes omitted.
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General Context of the 2015 Amendments 279

9. Jurisdiction over actions related to insolvency proceedings, in particular for civil claims to set a transaction
aside (actiopauliana).

10. Registration and publication of proceedings.
11, Cooperation and communication between liquidators, judicial cooperation between courts, electronic

forms in all languages, interconnection of insolvency registers beyond the scope of the project currently
carried out in the framework of the European e-Justice Portal.

12. Coherence, synergies and coordination between the Regulation, particularly Articles 3, 10 and Annex A,
and the Directive on the protection of employees in case of insolvency of the employer-(including case
law where co-operation between the various national guarantee institutions is needed and analysed).

The report issued on the basis of the points of interest, originally due for the summer of
2012, was made public in December 2012. 24 In October 2012, the Insolvency Regulation did
feature in the European Commission's second round (list of intended) of proposals to shake
up the Single Market, 'Single Market Act II' (SIMA II).25

As noted above, there is one very important limit to the Insolvency Regulation in its
current form: it does not harmonise insolvency law. There are substantial differences in the
general approach to insolvency proceedings: what level of protection is given to weaker
creditors, such as employees; whether and how there is State intervention in the proceed-
ings; whether courts play a central role or leave creditors (or certain categories of creditors)
in the driving seat; etc. These are not at all addressed by the Regulation.

The Commission eventually tabled a proposal with two angles:26 firstly, what one could
call a procedural angle (firmly within the conflicts area, especially in terms of recognition
and enforcement), which would continue the current focus of not harmonising insolvency
law (although the last element of these comes dose). On this angle SIMA II27 declared that:

We thus need to establish conditions for the EU wide recognition of national insolvency aiid debt-
discharge schemes, which enable financially distressed enterprises to become again competitive
participants in the economy. We need to ensure simple and efficient insolvency proceedings, when-
ever there are assets or debts in several Member States. Rules are needed for the insolvency of
groups of companies that maximise their chances of survival. To this end, the Commission will
table a legislative proposal modernising the European Insolvency Regulation.

Secondly, a more substantial angle which would actually aim to create a (step-up to a) Euro-
pean insolvency law. As SIMA II put it:

However, we need to go farther. At present, there is in many Member States little tolerance for
failure and current rules do not allow honest innovators to fail quickly and cheaply'. We need to
set up the route towards measures and incentives for Member States to take away the stigma of
failure associated with insolvency and to reduce overly long debt discharge periods. We also need
to consider how the efficiency of national insolvency laws can be further improved with a view to
creating a level playing field for companies, entrepreneurs and private persons within the internal
market. To this end, the Commission will table a Communication together with the revision of the
European Insolvency Regulation.

24 COM(2012) 743.
25 COM(2012) 573: Communication on the 'Single Market Act II-Together for New Growth.
26 COM(2012) 744.
27 See n 25 above.
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280 The Insolvency Regulation

Ihe CTmissioneffectively already.threw i" the towel on trying to convince Member States
:^ some kind of harmonised insolvency laws (especially with a viewtomstaUmga :rTe

tofau'),oughtto be agreed: the !econd leg of ^exercise, as'the above extracT^dicZs1
eventually merely consisted of a Communfcation. " -" ""'" '"""" -uw'

The Commission's own summary of its proposal to amend the insolvency Regulatic
as follows:

It^ements of the pl 'oposed reform of the Insolvency Regulation can be summarised as

~ scope:The proposal extends the SCOPe of the Regulation by revising the definition of insol-
vency proceedings to include hybrid and pre-insolvency proceedings"as welfasdebtdis
ihTSSm^ other insolvency Proceedin§s for natural persons which currently donoTS

Junf<uction: The proposal clarifies the iurisdicti°" rules and improves the procedural frame-

- Secondary proceedings: the proposal provides for a more efficient administration of insol-
vency proceedings by enabling the court to refuse the opening of secondary proceedmes S
!snoln ecessarytoprotect the interests oflocal creditors' by abolishing therequirem°ent'tiiat

 

londary. proceedings must be winding-UP Proceedings and byimprwmgthe'cooperatio
s, in particular by extendingthe cooperation reaum. -"

ments to the courts involved;

pubucityofproceedings and lod8ing ofclaims: The Pr°P°sal requires Member States to pub-
i in cross-border insolvency cases in a publicly accessible elec-

tronK register and provides for the interconnection of national insolvency'registers"l7also
introduces standard forms for the lodging of claims;

- Groupsofcompalues: The Proposal provides for a coordination of the insolvency proceedir
c^ceramg.. differentmemberlof the same 8rouP of companies by obligmg'the^u'iSs0
anlcouJts mvolwdin the differentm"n pr'oceedings to'cooperate and6co^mun^^uaw^

1 other'madd!tion^t gives theliquidato" involwd in suchproceedmgs"theprouced'url al

tool!,toreq^tastay ofthe resPectiveothe'- Proceedings andtoproposeTr^cue^anfo"rZ
)ject to insolvency proceedings.

At a practical level, of particular note are the provisions in the EIR 2015 dealing with the
ln te^°^ne, c?^ofmsolvency registers/Artid<- 25). The need for this has repeatedly been

!ghted:MThe commission is to adopt the necessary implementmg"regula tion7o ^na"
-interconnection^ which will be operated inter alia via the EU's E-Justice

Data protection is one of the concerns that will need to beaddressedm the roTouttofl the'
register.

<!mall)lt he EIR.2015 wiu.aPPly to i"solvency proceedings opened after 26 June 2017

les 84 and 92). 'Opened' requires formal opening by a Member State's mdkiaTauthor'-
it!es;w.itSin Aemeanmg °fArtide 2(7) EIR 20i5

- 
K does "ot refer to7heda"t7ofua "reuquuest

to open those proceedings. 29

Case C-1/04 ̂usanne Staubitz-Schreiber [20^)6] ECR 1-701 (re Art 43 of the former EIR).
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Scope of Application, Dovetailing with the Brussels I Recast and Overall Aim 281

The former EIR has been repealed from 25 June 2015 (see Article 92 with respect to entry
into force), though m accordance with Article 84(2) it will continue to apply to insolvency
proceedings which have been opened before 26 June 2017 (and provided of course these
proceedings are within the scope of the former, not the new, EIR).

Article 84(1), second sentence (which existed as Article 43, second sentence), solves the
conflit mobile30 which might arise as a result of the interim period between acts committed
bLa^btm (,classic examPle: contracts entered into), and that debtor subsequently being
the subject of an insolvency proceeding. If that proceeding is opened after 26 June 2017, the
acts committed by a debtor before that date shall continue to be governed by the law which
was applicable to them at the time they were committed. The EIR 2015 then covers all other
^?u3'^s?erts Gfthe insolvency-The rather quick succession of two insolvency regimes
(2000and 2014) meansin practice that quite a few insolvencies which procedurally might
be subject to the EIR 2015 involve acts committed by a debtor' stretching back to beforeThe
e^mto for,ce ofthe former HR-Article 84's (and before itArticle 43's') intention "maybe
simple, namely to prevent retroactive application of the applicable conflict of law rules."31
However, in practice the split between applicable law and applicable procedure in my view
may3 2 

create more practical complications than it solves.

5.4 Scope of Application, Dovetailing with the
Brussels I Recast and Overall Aim

5.4. 1 The So-called 'Bankruptcy' Exception Under the
Jurisdiction Regulation

Article l(2)(b) of the Brussels I Recast provides that it does not apply to
Bankruptcy, proceedings relating to the winding-up of insolvent companies or other legal persons,
judicial arrangements, compositions and analogous proceeding

The first^sentenceofthe sbrth recital in the preamble to Regulation No 1346/2000 (the 6th
xl \of the 20,15 Regulation contains a similar provision) clarifies that the ReguTation
should, in accordance with the principle of proportionality,

^!?n-&?eito. pr.cly.ision? Sowning jurisdiction for opening insolvency proceedings and judg-
ments which are delivered directly on the basis of the insolvency proceedings and wdosdyco^-
nected with such proceedings.

Consequently, the scope of application of the Insolvency Regulation, old and new should
not be broadly interpreted (German Graphics). 33 Per 'Gourdain, in the context of" the

A confltt mobile in^ the narrow sense occurs when the factual matrix included in the connecting factor
s. A classic example would be a change in nationality (a relevant connecting facto7mmuch"offam&il-

M.l?angemcontractualtCTmii. (eg parties amend Ae agreed Place °f delivery)" In the context" of the'current
nKl^-p^, ?. SLto&PF^}t toa changej.n ^?e conflict oflaws rule.

2004)sle5e7M5l"38°-s3a2 Gardmartin'The EuroPea" Solvency Regulation: Law and Practice (The Hague, Kluwer,
Discussion in scholarship is vague to non-existent, and in case-law the issue would not seem to have featured

Case C-292/08 German Graphics Graphische Maschinen GmbHvAlicevan derSchee [2009] ECR 1-8421, para 25.
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Bru,ssels!-(aIldRecast)'anaction is related to bankruptcy only if it derives directly from the
bT3mptoLa. nd,is dosely lmkedto PTOCeedinSS for/ealisinS^
slonM lt is the closeness ofthe link'in the sense ofthe case-law resulting from'Gou^am,

.en a court action and the insolvency proceedings that is decisive for the pur'Doses'
ofdecidmlwhetherthe. exclusion inArticle l(2)(b) of the Brussels"! Re"castRe±Kuu£
appllls -3,5 The merefact that the liquidator " a Party to the proceedings is"nors uffi&dean7to

> as deriving directly from the insolvency and being closely linked to
proceedings for realising assets (Gourdam).36 Relevant case-law i7aptlysuD mmaris

ie Court in Rubin v Eurofinance. 37
review the -bankruptcy exception' also in the relevant chapter on the Brussels I Recast

a. Recent case-law which tries to focus the analysis from the pointofvie'wo"f
-Insolvency Regulation includes Nickel ̂  Goeldne^ (which also dealsrwth Article"? l:s
^on the relation between Brussels I and the Convention for the" International^ Carna

of Goods by Road (CMR)). In Nickel d. Goeldner, the insolvency adm7nisttato7o7K m^
1 to the relevant Lithuanian courts for an order that Nickel & Goeldner'SoedFtic

^hiAhad its registered office in Germany, pay its debt in respect of seTvkeTcom^risTng'
tolm ternatMnal. carriage of goods Provided by Kintra for Nickel & Goeldner'SpedTrion6
itera!mmFranceand m Germany- According to the insolvency admmistr7toro7Kintr'a,'

1 of the Lithuanian courts was based on Article 14(3) of the LithuanianTaw
°1n.the_ins?vency of undertakings; ckel & Goeldner Spedition dYsputedthatTuunsdi'ctio°nl,

iite fell within the scope ofArticle'31 of the CMR andofthe'BrusseTs

^ ,c^e }w71H e""Gourdai'lv Fmnz Nadler [19791ECR 733, para 4: case-law under the Brussels I Reeula-

£^^sst hurTOas^^^t^^^/am^&^l^u^^Si^£
folmstancenotan action,^kmg to ensure the reservation of a tide clause over goods in possessir

£5^:^ ̂ iq^^^i:,^^^^iil gi^^^=?^^^asm5!^SS=^^'^y^^SSS

£^AnA^Ztr ^&^hare^w^s, tobe"g^

Srart^noS^p^eln glbIl^u^

^zims^^o.Dalwgowr, mng.inso^ncyproce^^^^^

&a^£ai^/^^mz.Trtof:c^, c-n^o?s^^^^
[1979] ECR 733. ' ' . -----.

Rubin vEurofinance SA [2012] UKSC 46.
Case C-157/13 Nickel 6- Goeldner Spedition GmbHv 'Kintra' UAB ECLI:EU:C:2014:2145.
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Jhe .courts mstructed, how its earlier case-law (Gourdain, Seagon, German Graphics,
F-Tex) needs to be applied: " - --..-. - -. ^..^,

It is apparent from that case-law that it is true that, in its assessment, the Court has taken into
account the fact that the various types of actions which it heard were brought inamnection with
llsolwn^proceediT-However> ?thas mamlyconcerned itselfwiA determmmg'oneaAo7^

law or from other rules.

It follow that the decisive criterion adopted by the Court to identify the area within which an
action falls is not the procedural context of which that action is part, but the legal basis'thereof
Accordmgto. th_at apProach' it, must be determined whether the right or~theo°biigation"whkh
respects the basis of the action finds its source in the common rules of civil ancTcomnS Lw or'

(26-27)

Thla ctionat issue was an action for the Payment of a debt arising out of the provision of

services in implementation of a contract for carriage. That action could have been broueht
livestment by the opening of insolvency proceedings relating

to it and, in that situation, the action would have been governed bytheYuleT'amcemir
Sdlc-tion_applic?le in clvil. and commercial matters. The fact that, after'the opemngo^
insolvency proceedings against a service provider, the action for payment was taken bvthe
insolvency administrator appointed in the course of those proceedmg7and"that"theYattCT
acts in themterest of the creditors does not substantially amend the nature'ofthe'debt
relied on which continues to be subject, in terms of the substance of the matter, to the rules

remain unchanged.
Hence, there was no direct link with the insolvency proceedings and the Brussels I Reeu-

continued to apply.

^il, not.?e, pro,cfdural ?)ntext ̂ in Particular' whether the liquidator takes the action)
gather the legal basis of the action that determines the insolvency exception. This is a

useful alternative formulation of the Gourdain et al case-law
^NOrtel'wthec]EV confirmed Nickel ̂  Goeldner, and also extended its findings in

(see below)_to secondary proceedings. Nortel Networks SA ('NNSA') was"es°tab-'
1 in Yvelines (France). The Nortel group was a provider of technical solution7fortel

erommunications networks. Nortel Networks Limited (-NNL'), established in Missis
^^Lbe}dthe maJorityofthe Nortel group's worldwide subsidiaries, including NNsl"
^2008 insolvency proceedings were initiated simultaneously in Canada, the US and the

i^" ̂  ?n_uar73(T. ?le High court opened main insolvency proceedings under English
m respect of all the companies in the Nortel group established in the EU, induSne

rIS'3 !iioint aPPlication. lodged by NNSA and the joint administrators, by judgment
.JI009 the court at Versailles opened secondary proceedings in respect of NNlA"In

July 2009, industrial action at NNSAwas brought to'an end by a memorandum'of aeree"
ment settling the action. It provided for the making of a severance payment, of which°one

icale.G-('4?/13> comited'entret"'is^eNortelNetworksSA and others vCosmeRogeau e^ECLI:EU:C:2015:384.
^^US^^. A^MdAat:uasitu^^rcad^^^^^^^s
S^S^S!Z^^£rr ian-w^^^^^^d=^
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284 The Insolvency Regulation

part was payable immediately and another part, known as the 'deferred severance payment',
was to be paid, once operations had ceased, out of the available funds arising from the sale
of assets. That memorandum was approved by the court at Versailles. NNSA^s positive bal-
ance was, however, subsequently caught up in the global settlement for Nortel, including
transfers of funds to escrow accounts in the US, to be distributed following global settle-
ment, and new debt following the continuation ofNortel's activities as well as costs related
to the global winding-up of the company. The deferred severance payment therefore could
no longer be paid.

The works council of NNSA and former NNSA employees brought an action before the
court at Versailles seeking, first, a declaration that the secondary proceedings gave them an
exclusive and direct right over the share of the overall proceeds from the sale of the Nortel
group's assets that falls to NNSA and, second, an order requiring the liquidator to make
immediate disbursement, in particular, of the deferred severance payment, to the extent of
the funds available to NNSA. The French liquidator then summoned the joint administra-
tors as third parties before the referring court. However, these then suggested the court at
Versailles decline international jurisdiction, in favour of the High Court at London, and in
the alternative, to decline jurisdiction to rule on the assets and rights which were not situ-
ated in France for the purposes of Article 2(g) of the Insolvency Regulation when the judg-
ment opening the secondary proceedings was delivered. That Article reads:

(g) the Member State in which assets are situated' shall mean, in the case of:
- tangible property, the Member State within the territory of which the property is situated,

property and rights ownership of or entitlement to which must be entered in a public register,
the Member State under the authority of which the register is kept,

- claims, the Member State within the territory of which the third party required to meet them
has the centre of his main interests, as determined in Article 3(1);

There are essentially two parts to the referring court's questions: (i) the allocation of inter-
national jurisdiction between the court hearing the main proceedings and the court hear-
ing the secondary proceedings; and (ii) identification of the law applicable to determine the
debtor's assets that fall within the scope of the effects of the secondary proceedings.

On the first question, the Court first reviewed whether the Insolvency Regulation applied
at all-an issue seemingly that did not feature in the national proceedings or in the written
procedure before the CJEU, but which came up at the hearing. The issue being that what
the Works Council was after was that an agreement to pay a debt be honoured: one that
looks just like a fairly standard agreement were it not to arise out of insolvency. Per Nickel
6- 'Goeldner the Court reviewed whether the right or the obligation which respects the basis
of the action finds its source in the common rules of civil and commercial law or in the
derogating rules specific to insolvent proceedings'. Here, the basis of the action, as was
pointed out by Mengozzi AG, was relevant French insolvency law (for the determination of
the order of creditors' rights) and the Insolvency Regulation (for the determination of the
hierarchy between main and secondary insolvency proceedings). The Insolvency Regula-
tion therefore applies. The AG's review in fact was clearer than the Court's summary. More
generally, the CJEU does seem to go out of its way to re-emphasise the Nickel 6- Goeldner
formula, even if the separation of the Brussels I and the Insolvent Regulation was not
particularly controversial in the case at issue.
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5.4.2 The Definition of Insolvency Proceedings

Regulation 1346/2000:

Article 1

Scope

1. This Regulation shall apply to collective insolvency proceedings which entail the partial or total
divestment of a debtor and the appointment of a liquidator.

2. This Regulation shall not apply to insolvency proceedings concerning insurance undertakings,
credit institutions, investment undertakings which provide services involving the holding of
funds or securities for third parties, or to collective investment undertakings.

Article 2

Definitions

For the purposes of this Regulation:

(a) 'insolvency proceedings' shall mean the collective proceedings referred to in Article 1(1).
These proceedings are listed in Annex A;

(b) 'liquidator' shall mean any person or body whose function is to administer or liquidate assets
of which the debtor has been divested or to supervise the administration of his affairs. Those
persons and bodies are listed in Annex C;

(c) 'winding-up proceedings' shall mean insolvency proceedings within the meaning of point (a)
involving realising the assets of the debtor, mcluding where the proceedings have been closed
by a composition or other measure terminating the insolvency, or closed by reason of the
insufficiency of the assets. Those proceedings are listed in Annex B;

Core to Article 1 (1) of the former EIR as noted was the following provision:

This Regulation shall apply to collective insolvency proceedings which entail the partial or total
divestment of a debtor and the appointment of a liquidator.

It then defined most of these concepts in turn in Article 2. The combined application of
these Articles with the associated Annexes meant that the Member States furnished the
scope of application of the Regulation by virtue of their including, or not, relevant pro-
cedures in an Annex. It was not sufficient that national proceedings met the conditions of
Article 1 in a generic way for them to be included in the scope of application of the Regula-
tion. The Virgos-Schmit Report was clear on this point. 40 In Bank Handlowy4 1 the CJEU

moreover confirmed that when a procedure is included in the Annex, upon proposal by the
Member State, the EU or indeed the courts in other Member States are not to second-guess
whether these are 'true' insolvency proceedings. 'Insolvency' maybe a substantial condition
for the Regulation to apply, but it is not defined by it and continues to be left undefined.

Under the former EIR, Member States in practice could reorganise, etc, outside the pure
insolvency context subject to the EIR by virtue of including the relevant procedure in an
Annex. The EIR 2015 formalises the wider approach, in line with the Commissions's objec-
tives as highlighted above (namely to no longer limit the scope to liquidation proceedings).

40 Virgos-Schmit Report, para 48, 32.
41 Case C-l 16/11 Bank Handlowy w Warszawie SA andPPHU 'ADAX'/Ryszard Adamiak v Christianapol sp z oo,

ECLI:EU:C:2012:739.
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286 The Insolvency Regulation

The core definition of insolvency proceeding, previously spread over Articles 1 and 2, has
now been somewhat better integrated, though is still spread over Articles 1 and Z'lt'now
reads:

T- LRTlation sha,u .apply to public collective Proceedings, mcluding interim proceedings, which
are based on laws relating to insolvency and in which, for the purpose of rescue; adiu'stmenTofdebt^
reorganisation or liquidation: , -, ---. " »^,

a debtor is totally or partially divested of its assets and an insolvency practitioner is appointed;
the assets and affairs of a debtor are subject to control or supervision by a court;-orr
temporary stay ofmdividual enforcement proceedings is granted by a court or by operation

v, in order to allow for negotiations between the debtor and its creditors, provided that
the proceedings in which the stay is granted provide for suitable measures to protect the
general body of creditors, and, where no agreement is reached, are preliminary to'one'of the
proceedmgs referred to in point (a) or (b).

Where the proceedings referred to in this paragraph may be commenced in situations where there
"Jnlya^el\h(?od ofmsolvency'their Purpose shall be to avoid the debtor's insolvency or'the'ces"
sation of the debtor's business activities.

The proceedings referred to in this paragraph are listed in Annex A,

some_' but, certamly not a11' Member States have included a variety of restructuring mecha-
nismsm their relevant Annexes. Recital 9 (of the 2015 EIR) is very clear as to7he fate of
procedures included or excluded from the Annexes:

This Regulation should apply to insolvency proceedings which meet the conditions set out in it,
^respective of whether the debtor is a natural person or a legal person, a trader or'anYndmdual

. listed exhaustively in Annex A. In respect of the national oroce-
dures contained in Annex A, this Regulation should apply without any farther examination bv"the
CTUrtsofanother Member state as to whether the conditio"s set out in this ReguTation'aremet
National insolvency procedures not listed in Annex A should not be covered by Ais Regulation"

L ̂ ?_2^15. emp^asise?its Yider calling(not [ust liquidation but also reorganisation) by
dropping the term 'liquidator' in favour of'insolvency practitioner'.

'Insolvency' as noted continues to be undefined by the Regulation. Article 1(1) clarifies
that the Regulation at any rate only applies to

collective proceedings, which are
based on insolvency,

- which entail the partial or total divestment of a debtor, and
the appointment of a 'liquidator', now called an 'insolvency practitioner', further
defined in Article 2(5) (new).

The combined application of these Articles with the associated Annexes means that the
Member States furnish the scope of application of the Regulation by virtue o7theirmclud^
mg, or not, relevant procedures in Annex. 42 There is a simplified amendment of the Annexes,
in particular, allowing the Member States to propose an amendment, rather thanTeavmg

,
Jh^wo,,CTOncuof. Europe's. 'Istanbul, conventi°°'> the_European Convention on Certain International

Aspects of Bankruptcy, employs the same method and to that effect inspired the Reguiarion.^
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the initiative with the EC, and granting the Council the right subsequendy to amend the
Annexes without having to go via Parliament. ..^.^;,
"Needless to-say, -a number of what might seem to be insolvency proa-edmgs eastingm

the Member States,"have not been included in the Annexes, hence the Regulation does not
apply toAem. This evidently may influence the choice of procedure by credits, mmsol-

vmcy-relevant nationafprocedures. Where the business^involved hascross-borderd;me^
sions, the recognition and enforcement leg of the Regulation in ]
the creditor into choosing a procedure whfch is covered by the Regulation.^
"National in'solvency proceedings which meet the requirements of Article 1(1) however

which have not been included by the Member State concerned m Annex A, are not co
by the Regulation. 43 It is'not'sufficient that national proceedings meet the conditionsj
Article 7?n7genericway(Vir"go's-Schmit Report). 44 Arguably, proceedings whiAhaye
been included in that Annex but which do not meet with those same conditions are notcov-
ered'by the Regulation either: otherwise the conditions of said Article would benugatory^

- Ad nauseamTthe Annex is'the trigger and it is the Member States that pull it. In my view
that~ren~de'r7nugatorymany ofthe^scussions which one^could conceivably have vis^^s
the terminology of the EIR:For instance, in the absence ofEuroPeanharmMU_sation0^^
stantive insolvency law, what laws are 'laws relating to insolvency must be left to the M
States. Any autonomous interpretation of the concept by the CJEU would, in my view, run
counter to the dear deference to national law expressed in the Annex system.
^OnTof'thTelephan't7inth7roomare~the English Schemes of Arrangement. These h^aw

gained considerable popularity for use by companies not registered in the UK, the mo^tobv^
^s"attractionTJngrthrepossibiUty~to 'cram down' under the relevant English law (Part 26
oftheCompamesAct2o66(EnglandandWales)). ASchemeofArrangementaUow^^qua^
ified)'majorityo7credhors to accept restructuring of the company's debt in spiteofop^^
tio7by7mmority;7n7to haveTh'aV restructuring have binding effect on^those unwUl^g
creditors. Rele vant'case'-law45" leaves Ae Schemes firmly outside of the EIR and within tl

scope of application of the Brussels I Regulation. 46 That Regulation faciUtates jurisdiction
of the English courts, in contrast with the EIR where jurisdiction is based on objective ete-

ments. Schemes of Arrangement have had an important impact on the attractionot^
don'as a bTsisfor"re7tm7tomgpracrice7arguably also leading continental E^^
toamend"their'msolvency'la^srm"relevan't part. The Annex approach of the Regul^n
would7m my"view, ~have'sufficed~to-emphasise the exclusion of Schemes of Arrangement
from'theEIR. So'astokaveno doubt, however, the UK succeeded in having a specific recii
(recital 16 of the 2015 EIR) inserted to emphasise the point:

This Regulation should apply to proceedings which are based on laws relatingtomsolven_cy;, H<w:
eve'r", P^^dmgs'that"a^ba/sed'ongenera!'company law not designed exclusively for insolvency
situarions should not be considered to be based on laws relating to insolvency.

43 Moss G et al (n 4) 42.
44 Virgos-Schmit Report, para 48, 32. _ .
45 See^"particuTarAp"coa1[20"14fE WHC 3849 and Van Gansewinkel[201^ ;EWHCJ^ ̂  ^ ^^

^'^^n^^^o^^t^^
cial matters, [2001] OJ L12/1, and the Recast regulation 1215/^ui^, l^u^j ̂ i ̂ ^'-
chapter.
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.̂

yZi.r.tueofAr, ticle, 1.^^'the Re8ulation does not apply to insolvency proceedings concerning
insurance undertakings, credit institutions, investment undertakings which provide ser-
vices involving the holding of funds or securities for third parties, or to collective invest-
ment undertakings. The regulatory environment for these undertakings was considered
too specific, and, to some extent, the national supervisory (prudential) authorities have
extremely wide-ranging powers of intervention. 47 In the meantime, the EU has put in place
tailored insolvency regimes for some48 of these categories, 49 urged on by the drafters of the
Convention (the then 15 Member States). For while they recognised the need for a specific
regime for these specific undertakings, they did not want the exclusion to gain a more than
temporary character.

5.4.3 Four Cumulative Conditions

The Regulation only applies to collective proceedings, which are based on insolvency, which
entail the partial or total divestment of a debtor, and the appointment of a 'liquidator' (now
called 'insolvency practitioner').

The debtor need not have a particular status: the Regulation applies equally to all proceed-
ings, whether these involve a natural person or a legal person, a trader or an individual. 50

The Regulation is not limited to winding-up proceedings (which used to have their own
definition in Article 2(c) (old)), 51 contrary to earlier mooted versions of the Convention.
This would have included a fifth condition, that the proceedings may lead to the realisa-
tion of the debtor's assets. Such limitation would have had the advantage of simplifying
the resulting rules, as the spread of national proceedings involved would have been a lot
thinner. 52 However it would also have ruled out application of the Regulation to a consid-
erable amount of'reorganisation'53 procedures in the Member States, now more generally
referred to as 'restructuring'. A compromise was found in the 2000 text to extend the system
of the Regulation to insolvency proceedings, the main aim of which was not winding-up
but reorganisation. However as part of the compromise, negotiated under the draft Con-
vention, local proceedings opened after the main proceedings could only be winding-up
proceedings (see further below). The often unfortunate consequence of this compromise
was that when main proceedings have been initiated with a view to restructuring a com-
pany with assets in a variety of Member States, the step or threat by some of the creditors
of opening up^(a) secondary proceeding(s) in another Member State(s)-which, as just
noted, have to be winding-up proceedings-may derail the very chances of success of the
restructuring 54 As I further explain below, this substantial difference between 'secondary'
and territorial' proceedings has now been removed from the Regulation.

47 Recital 9 of the Regulation (old and new).
49 ?o^ever' not for collective investment undertakings, which leaves a considerable gap.

,
FOTmsurance undertakinSS: Directive 2001/17, [2001] OJ LI 10/28; for -credit instihltions': Directive 2001/24,

OJ L125/15.

51 yirAO^S?h^itRe50r.t.'para 53> 39> a?d rc.?it. a1.9 ofthe Regulation (old and "ew).
"Art 2(c) (old), '"winding-up proceedings" shall mean insolvency proceedings within the meaning of poii

(a) involving reaUsing the assets of the debtor:mduding where the proceedings We beendosedb'ya'c'o^os^ition
ilvency, or dosed by reason of the insufficiency of the assets. Those proceed-

ings are listed in Annex B.'
52 Virgos-Schmit Report, para 51, 35.
53 ^-^---r""'r""-"
54 See also Moss et al (n 4) 51.
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The formal definition of 'insolvency proceedings' has been amended, but in substance
does not differ from the previous version. I will therefore continue to use the four main
tenets of the concept, as employed in the 2000 version.

5. 4. 3. 1 Collective Proceedings

Individual action by one creditor only is precluded from cover by the Regulation (Virgos-
Schmit Report)55 lest arguably circumstances are such that there is only one individual
creditor, who consequently equals collectivity (in which case at any rate one of the collective
proceedings included in Annex A has to be followed).

5. 4. 3.2 Based on the Debtor's Insolvency

Procedures based on any other ground are not covered by the Regulation. Insolvency is not
defined by the Regulation.

.The [Regulation] is based on the idea of financial crisis, but does not provide its own definition of insolvency. It
takes this from the national law of the country in which proceedings are opened. There is no test of insolvency
other than that demanded by the national legislation of the State in which proceedings are opened. Thus, if a
national law is based on the occurrence of an act of bankruptcy listed in the bankruptcy law or on the evidence
that the debtor has ceased to pay his debts, it is sufficient for one of these facts to be established in order that
insolvency proceedings be opened and the [Regulation] applied. ' (Virgos-Schmit Report)56

5. 4. 3. 3 Which Entail the Partial or Total Divestment of a Debtor

The requirement of 'divestment' (French: dessaisissement; German: Vermogensbeschlag),
means that the debtor must lose control, partially or totally, of his estate and business:

that is to say the transfer to another person, the Uquidator, of the powers of administration and of
disposal over all or part of his assets, or the limitation of these powers through the intervention and
control of his actions (Virgos-Schmit Report). 57

5. 4. 3. 4 Which Entail the Appointment of a 'Liquidatsr', Now Called an
'Insolvency Practitioner

This requirement is directly linked to the previous condition: it is the insolvency practi-
tioner who gains control over administration and disposal of the debtor s assets. Practi-
tioner' is defined in (now) Article 2(5) which again employs the Annex approach joined
to an abstract definition in the Article itself. Specific legal positions in the Member States
are qualified (or not) as 'liquidator' per Annex B (in the previous Regulation, Annex B
contained the list of winding-up proceedings, but this is no longer a qualification that is
relevant for the purposes of the Regulation). The definition of Article 2(5) re-emphasises

55 Virgos-Schmit Report, para 49, 32.
56 Ibid, 32-33.
57 Ibid, 34.
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therforementioned condition of divestment. The liquidator has to be in control of at least
part of the debtor's affairs. Courts may be themselves be 'liquidator'inthe'sense oflr tid'e

), however this needs to be indicated in so many words in (now) Annex B.

5.4. 4 Opening by a 'Court' or Judicial Authority?

For insolvency proceedings to be within the scope of the Regulation, they need not be
opened by a judicial authority (a great many, though not all, ofthe procedures mduded In

are of this variety). This was done
- mosdy5 8 for the same reason as the inclusion of proceedings which may not lead to a

wmding-up of the debtor (see above). Ordinary non-judicial collective'proceedFngrin
?lrSa^"lheuK and Ireland. (esPeciaUy creditor's voluntary windmg-up^re-'
sent an important percentage of all corporate insolvency cases. ExciudingAem would
have excluded a sizeable portion of insolvency practice particularly in'th^e'countrieT
Further, these proceedings are not of the 'cloak and dagger- variety. They offerTuf-'
?!I^g_U^Tees/!ndudmg access to thecourts>for the legalityof-the proceedingsto

. supervised and for any questions which may arise to be'settled) in order that'
it under the Regulation. 59

- FinaUy, one of the crucial aims of the Regulation is to safeguard the position of credi-
tors m other Member States, for which it has enough mechanisms to" defend "the
posltions!of the creditors (the Possibility of secondary proceedings, ' pubUc'order
exceptions, safeguard of acquired rights, etc. ) to enable these proceedings to benefit

lation system.

As I also review below^the fact that insolvency proceedings not opened by a judicial author-
ity, are covered by the Regulation to the degree they are included m Annex A and meet with

. conditions of Articles 1 and 2, does not mean that they receive allthe'benefitFofthe
i. In particular, decisions adopted in the course of these proceedinesdonotenif

amomatic recognition and enforcement (Virgos-Schmit Report). 60 They do^however, ben-
efit from two core consequences of inclusion in the Regulation (Virgos-Schmit Report):61

'" Aes.eprol:£edmgs have to be. recoe""e° as collective insolvency proceedings pursuant to Article 1. Once
proceedings have been opened in a [Member] State in accordance with Artide'3, rth7creditorsmust'seek'P^
ment. ofthelrdebts through, thes"ouective Proceedings, even if they are not conduct7dby"theu c°ourt^
s^s^^^:Ef^^^-=:=^r^^:

2. the appointment of the liquidator and the powers conferred on him by the law of the State where nrnr^ri-
mgs were opened must be recognized in other [Member] States. However if the liquidator wishes toexen^

, in another [Member] State, it is necessary for the [Member] States having proceedmgs'of this

58 Ibid, para 52, 37.

,.
5LIn.pLrticulalA ^a."tomatic recogMtion °,fthe judgment under the Regulation requires

the60p^ceedin81included in jt are sound from the Pomt ̂ view-oTtheruk"oH"w."
one to be sure that

60 Virgos-Schmit Report, para 52, 37.
61 Ibid, 38.
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type (the United Kingdom and Ireland) to introduce into their national legislation a system of confirmation
by the courts of the nature of the proceedings and the appointment of the liquidator. This condition is
shown in the list in Annex A which contains the proceedings designated by each country. In both cases these
are termed proceedings "with confirmation of or by a court".

5.4.5 Relation with the Judgments Regulation (Brussels I Recast):
Dovetail or Not?

Recital 7 of the 2015 EIR addresses the relation between the Brussels I Recast Regulation
1215/201262 and the Insolvency Regulation.

Bankruptcy, proceedings relating to the winding-up of insolvent companies or other legal per-
sons, judicial arrangements, compositions and analogous proceedings and actions related to such
proceedings are excluded from the scope of Regulation (EU) No 1215/2012 of the European Par-
liament and of the Council. Those proceedings should be covered by this Regulation. The inter-
pretation of this Regulation should as much as possible avoid regulatory loopholes between the
two instruments. However, the mere fact that a national procedure is not listed in Annex A to this
Regulation should not imply that it is covered by Regulation (EU) No 1215/2012.

Insolvency, as noted above, was excluded from the Brussels I Regulation (and from the 1968
Brussels Convention63 before it) because it was envisaged to be included in what eventually
became the Insolvency Regulation. Consequently the scope of application of the Brussels I
(and Recast) Regulation and the Insolvency Regulation evidently is determined by each
other's existence.

However, whether they clearly 'dovetail' (ie slot into one another leaving no spare space;
rather like the joint from which the expression takes its name) when it comes to their
respective scope of application, is less clear. 64

Nickel d" Goeldner at paragraph 2165 and Nortel Networks at paragraph 2666 are often
quoted in support of the dovetail. However, Recital 7 of the 2015 EIR usefully reminds us
not to treat exclusion of Annex A EIR as automatically leading to inclusion in Brussels I
Recast. I do not in fact think the Jenard Report67 suggests that the Brussels Convention

ce

V-

this

62 [2012]OJL351/1.
63 See n 6 above.

64 At any rate any dovetaUing does not extend to matters ot choice of law. That is because neither Lugano
nor the Judgments Regulation consider choice of law: they are limited to jurisdiction. See Snowden J in Van
Gansewinkel (n 45).

65 Case C-157/13 Nickel 6- Goeldner Spedition GmbH v Kintra UAB ECLI:EU:C:2014:2145, para 21: 'In this
respect, it should be noted that, relying inter alia on the preparatory documents relating to the [Bmssels Con-
vention], which was replaced by Regulation No 44/2001, the Court has held that that regulation and Regulation
No 1346/2000 must be interpreted in such a way as to avoid any overlap between the rules of law that those texts lay
down and any legal vacuum. Accordingly, actions excluded, under Article l(2)(b) of Regulation No 44/2001, from
the application of that regulation in so far as they come under "bankruptcy, proceedings relating to the winding-
up of insolvent companies or other legal persons, judicial arrangements, compositions and analogous proceed-
ings" faU within the scope of Regulation No 1346/2000. Following the same reasoning, actions which faU outside
the scope of Article 3(1) of Regulation No 1346/2000 fall within the scope of Regulation No 44/2001 (judgment in
P-Tex, C-213/10, EU:C:2012:215, paragraphs 21, 29 and 48).'

66 C!iseC-649/l3Comited'entreprisedeNortelNetworksSAandothersvCosmeRogeauetalECLl:EU:C:20l5:384,
26, quoting quasi verbatim from Nickel etr Goeldner, ibid.

67 Report by P Jenard on the Convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgments in civil and com-
mercial matters, [1979] OJ C59/1 (the Jenard Report).
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mtended a pure parallel. ^ That Report merely mentions the (
being prepared and the need to pace the inclusion of-bankruptcy7ete, "?n

European private international law. Rather it is the Schlosser Report which firstrm/s'o^ma,
words suggests the need for dovetailing:69

!elvmgasidespecial banla"UPtcyrules for very special types of business undertakings, the two Con-

IentMns2vercintellded todovetail almost completely with each other. Consequendy, thepreiimi-
Mrydraftconvention011 bankruPtcy' which was first drawn up in 1970,7ubmlttedm'an^endj ed

nn 1975, deliberately adopted the principal terms -bankruptcy compositions7 and'a
i m the provisions concerning its scope in the same way as they wereuse7inthe"m"8

a. To avoid, as far as possible leaving lacunae between the scope ofthetwoConvendoM
e bemg made in the discussions on the proposed Convention on banfouptcy7oenum"er"

atemdetailau thePrinciPal and secondaryproceedings involved and so to eliminate any problems
.

pretation. As long as the proposed Convention on bankruptcy has not yet come' into "fora,
A^appUcation of Article 1, second paragraph, point (2) ofthe-1968'Conventionremam^dZ^

.lems, including the matters arising from the accession of the new MembeTstatera reof

twoiku]lds"Rrst' itnecessaryto define what proceedings are meant bybankrupt^composition^ ^r
^alogous proceedings as weU as their constituent parts. Secondly, the lega-lpos'itio7ml'thTui i'ited

:lomposes a,special problem as the banb-uptey of .incorporated companies' is not"a recog"
concept in that country, (footnotes omitted)

^Geman Gmphics' however', the CJEU itself noted that 'it is conceivable that, among those
ts, there are some judgments which will come within the scope of ap'p'Ucati^nn'e^

1 No 1346/2000 nor of Regulation No 44/2001. 70

.

whatevCTthe, mtention of theBrussels Convention, the way in which the EIR (old and
?ew.^Tdenned, lts scope °faPPlication has arguably upset any dovetailing that might have
b^nlntended-The eventual. text ofthe former and 2015 EIR, and addTtionluy'therl^nce
of inclusion in the Annex, clearly show that the absolute parallel 'cannot be mamtameTin
practice. Starting with the definition, the Jenard Report employs a definition AatcertaFr

; not entirely overlap with the definition in either former or new EIR:

AJric1^1 ,(2iexcludes bankruPtc^ P'-oceedings relating to the winding-up of insolvent companies
or other legal persons judicial arrangements compositions and analogous proceedings, "ieVhose
proceedlngswhKh dePendingon the system of law involved, are based°onthesuspen^n'ofpay^
mems:.-the InsolveDcy of the. debtor or his inability to raise credit, and which mv^veAe'juS

. the purpose either compulsory and collective liquidation of the assets or sir
supervision.

Further and as noted, neither the Jenard Report, the Schlosser Report nor the Brussels Con-
vention itself would have envisaged the Member States being in the defimtional7river''s
seat, as a result of the Annex approach as reviewed above.

.
!LAfi s.ugs^ted. byA;Layt0^ and,H Mercer (geDer;>leds), with H Mercer, L Wyles, C Dougherty and P de^s^sSSsiSy"^'"^^^'^^^^

UmteKdb^^snT^rn, on^convS-TO of the Kingdom of Denmark, Ireland and the

^^dno^^. T:^on. °lLunstero^
mT^aMtont-h,e>protoc01 onits intel?I"etation bythecourt of Justice, [1979'] oyC59(71)'90.'

ln £e^R2e9p2o/r°t8 flTS?'" Grop/"sc?leM'!sc/lme" G'"^Afc.y^^&Ae'/[2009] ECRI-8421, 17.
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Core Aim of the Regulation

on the list of aims of the Regulation, is the avoidance of forum shopping: 'It is neces-
or the proper functioning of the internal market to avoid incentives for the parties to

.ier assets or judicial proceedings from one Member State to another, seeking to obtain
re favourable legal position (forum shopping)' (recital 4; now recital 5).
radoxically, akin to the impact of the Owusu ruling on the popularity of forum non
niens in Member States outside of the UK, one of the results of the insolvency Reg-
n may well have been precisely to kindle interest in forum shopping in insolvency

.edings-and rightly so.^The Regulation all too readily dismisses forum shopping as
.arranted in all its forms.72 Forum shopping, especially in UK courts, is alive and well
ide the scope of the Insolvency Regulation. 73
n interesting thought is whether, given the Regulation's aversion to forum shopping,
m non conveniens ought to be acceptable. In Buccament Bay,74 Strauss QC (DJ) dealt

h the preliminary jurisdictional issue of whether the court should exercise its jurisdiction

A-C generaUyW-G Ringe, 'Forum Shopping under the EU Insolvency Regulation' (2008) 9 European Business
szahon Law Review 579-620.

see e8 application in JSC Bank of Moscow 6-Aor v Kekhman: Vladimir Abramovich Kekhman [2015] EWHC
~^»)'JheHigfl. co,"rtJ',e,fuse^0 reverse an earlier decision establishing jurisdiction for personal bankruptcy.
:OMI was not in the EU and the Insolvency Regulation therefore did not apply. Jurisdiction was upheld even
?-.?!. app^ant ha,d ^nly be^" Personally been in the UK for one or two days. The appiicant argued pro
iction mainly on the basis of (a) the absence of a personal bankruptqr regime in the Russian Federation;

!-c_aval!3bility,ofassetsm.Ae.junsdiction(£200'ooowhiAwastobemadeavailabletot^^^^^^
CS",̂ o,n-to-th!,jur^diction.mth^ foim of contrartual EngUsh law/jurisdiction provisions; (c) the opinion

sr that the courts of the Russian Federation would recognise the bankruptcy; (d) the fact that
^"?!"hbankruptcywould allow fol'. the investigation of Mr Kekhmatfs affairs and'an orderly reaUsation'of
>^mM?-assetsfOTthe benefit ofhis credito" as opposed to realisation on a first come, first served basis;

ie official receiver and any trustee appointed; and (f) the
>Uitation.

"?".alporei'ence has long.been.withheld as sufficient ground for jurisdiction in England. Section 265 Insol-

, 'Conditions to be satisfied in respect of debtor. (1) A bankruptcy petition shall not
.oule court . .,' unless.the debtor (a)is domiciled in England and Wales, (b) is personaUy present in

tition is presented, or (c) at anytime in the period of 3 years ending
'.^waSr. whM. bMn,ordin"Uy resident, or has had a place of residence, in England and Wales;" or (ii)-ha^
^ed on business in England and Wales. ' ' r- ------, --o---» .. "",

K !"ni&tlon has so been established> the Court has discretion to confirm or refuse jurisdiction in the case
evant authority in case-law (and further instruction in the Act). '

. (including recent case-law on schemes of arrangement in the English
ion. Where his arguments are mostly likely to catch attention is his review of forum

1: The authorities, and in particular the corporate ones, demonstrate that the courts here
tand;ffo4^^umenan<:e wtlat is inreauty forum shopping, albeit of a positive, by which I mean a legitimate,

' suggestion in this case that the bankruptcy order was sought for an improper purpose ...
y, Mr Kekhman's seeking to avoid the harsh consequences of Russian hw (much

.W»idthe'n^°n'^llulc°m.p_anles m the two scheme cases [ie schemes of arrangement] mentioned above sought to
ltfae?ilr^^^"lu !'equencestorthem ot the lack °f a scheme jurisdiction in their respective countries)' (1 10).

he"uri^'>)^me-thatMr Kekhmanhas come to this jurisdiction to fill a lacuna in the laws of the country
.lm, mdL^lZuroan'lresides-Many ofthecases we have l"oked at, though primarily, I accept, in the corporate
Ri3si^'^t^Qal^, ^urtshere.hav^ oftenbeen content to assist in such'circumstances' (111).

in Russia, using Russian law. English wfll be credited to them
ThuTca^ ̂12!-1,lsmg ?nSush law-

ol^eim^efreslang deferlce of forum shopping which in my view unfairly has been utterly blacklisted in

tin Property (SVG) Ltd [2014] EWHC 3130 (Ch).
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to hear winding-up petitions, based on largely undisputed debts, when neither of the
companies concerned is incorporated in England (they are incorporated in Sair
and the Grenadines (SVG)).

Tb, e j^rcLent do.es I!.ot-start with what logicallyit ought to have done, namely determin-
ing the COMI per the EU's Insolvency Regulation. Instead, Strauss DJ first-considered"the
application of section 221(1) the UK Insolvency Act 1986, which inter alia gives-the7ourt
iuris(?iction to w^nd-UP forcign c()mpanies as unregistered' companies, provided, subject
to relevant case-law, that there is sufficient connection with England. He decided there
was not (in particular because the condition, required under relevant precedent, that'the
petitioners derive benefit from the winding up was not satisfied here). ft is only after hav-
ing rejected application of Article 221(1) that the court summarily returned to'the COMI
under the Insolvency Regulation Arguments pro and contra led, justifiably I believe, to a
finding of the COMI being outside the EU.

This is then where the High Court came to the most interesting part of the judgment,
even/f_it^as. ^biter (25)' Namelythat even had the COMI been"in the UK, the EngUsh
court could still exercise constraints/room for manoeuvre, applying section 221 (1), indud-
ing recourse to forum non conveniens. In the words of Strauss'DJ,

the only effect of Article 3(1) [of the Insolvency Regulation] is to give the court jurisdiction, which
^s, ran7hw, 'under .Bnglish .dom.es!i.c law'. to open insolvency proceedings. Whereacompan/s
COMI is in this country, it is highly likely that, by definition, the court will be satisfied thaUhere
is a substantial connection with this country, but otherwise the discretionary factors wilTbe the
same. In this case, even if I had been satisfied that the respondents' COMI was here, it would still
have madeno sense to make winding up orders in a case which is obviously much more suitable
for the SVG courts.

RespectfuUy, I disagree. Article 3(1) simply supersedes Section 221(1) in cases where the
S?!^!ls ln ̂ e H.K" It generally supersedes national jurisdictional rules, again, provided the
COMI is in the EU. As Article 221(1) is a iurisdictional rule and not one of substantive UK
insolvency law (which applies as lex concursus), it cannot be called upon had the COMI
been in England.

That leaves the overall question of whether the Insolvency Regulation accommodates
forum non conveniens (it certainly does not have a formal rule on it,-m contrast'to "the
Brussels I recast). Although there is no CJEU case-law on this, it is quite likely that neither
Regulation nor most definitely the CJEU have sympathy for forum non comeniens.

A similarly interesting prospect is the use of anti-suit injunctions in the context of the
1^ lvencyRegulation- Reflection on this issue was made in Kemsley. 75 At least until late
2008 Mr Kemsley was a very wealthy individual. On 25 June 2008, Barclays granted him
^P.T°?al loanof£5 mmion on an unsecured basis. The loan was repayable after a year
u^ ?al^ per,iod was subsequently^ extended. In 2009, Mr Kemsley's business in England

collapsed when his group of companies went into administration. Mr KemsTey was unable
to keep up repayment to Barclays of instalments under the extended loan, 'and~faiTed-to
stick to a repayment schedule for debts with another company. Mr Kemsley is a British
citizen and had lived until 2009 in England. Following the collapse of his business here, he
moved in June 2009 with his wife and family to Florida. They moved to New York City m

Paul ZeitalKemsleyv Barclays Bank Pic etal [2013] EWHC 1274 (Ch).
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about May 2010 but subsequently Mr and Mrs Kemsley became estranged and Mrs Kemsley
moved back with their children to England in about June 2012. Mr Kemsley remained in
the United States.

On 13 January 2012, Mr Kemsley presented his bankruptcy petition to the High Court.
His petition was based on his physical presence in England on the date of presentation,
within the terms of the Insolvency Act 1986, and on his having had a place of residence
in England within three years of presentation. On 26 March 2012, he was declared bank-
rupt on the basis of the EU's Insolvency Regulation. On 1 March 2012, shortly before Mr
Kemsley became bankrupt, Barclays commenced proceedings against him under the loan
agreement in the Supreme Court of the State of New York. On 21 August 2012, he applied in
the US Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York under Chapter 15 of the US
Bankruptcy Code for recognition of the English bankruptq? as a foreign main proceeding.

In the English case, Mr Kemsley sought to restrain Barclays from pursuing proceedings
in the United States: an anti-suit injunction. The anti-suit injunction was dismissed. 76 The
High Court sided in favour of a restrictive approach to anti-suit injunctions in the case
of bankruptcy, per precedent. It found that the US court was best placed to decide on the
COMI in the US. The US bankruptcy court refused to recognise Mr Kemsley's UK bank-
ruptcy as a foreign main or non-main proceeding under Chapter 15.77 The court held that
Mr Kemsley's COMI needed to be adjudged as at the time of his English bankruptcy filing,
not the time of the Chapter 15 filing. Rejecting Mr Kemsley's statement at the time of his
UK bankruptcy filing, the court found that his COMI was in the US at that time, focusing
on Mr Kemsle/s habitual place of residence and that of his family.

It is surprising that the High Court even considered an anti-suit injunction, given the
EU s aversion to these in the area of conflict of laws, post Gasser and Turner. However, the
High Court evidently must have considered the English court's duties under and loyalties
to the Insolvency Regulation fully met with the previous finding of insolvency. The subse-
quent proceedings arguably on that basis fall outside that remit. Moreover, the aversion to
anti-suit injunctions arguably only holds vis-^-vis fellow EU courts.

As will be highlighted in the analysis below, the insolvency Regulation does not harmonise
insolvency law. There are substantial differences in the general approach to insolvency pro-
ceedings: what level of protection is given to 'weaker' creditors, such as employees; whether
and how there is State intervention in the proceedings; whether courts play a central role or
leave creditors (or certain categories of creditors) in the driving seat; etc. These are not at
all addressed by the Regulation.

5. 5 The International Impact of the Regulation

The Regulation applies only to proceedings where the centre of the debtor's main interests
is located in the Union, 78 even if the debtor's registered office or place of incorporation or

76 Ibid.
77 USBC New York, Case No 12-13570, in re; Paul Zeital Kemsley.
78 Recital 14 (old; now 25) of the Regulation; Virgos-Schmit Report, para 11, 12.
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any other concept used by other States to determine corporate 'domicile', is located outside
of the EU.79

The Regulation does not however regulate the effect of the proceedings vis-^-vis third
States. In relation to third States, the Regulation does not impair the freedom of the Mem-
ber States to adopt the appropriate rules (Virgos-Schmit Report):80 conflict rules for impact
on trhird st^tes are determined bythe Private international law of each Member State. They
are free to choose whether to copy the Regulation's model for the residual jurisdictional and
applicable law rules. Consequently in insolvency proceedings, much more so than under
the rules of the Jurisdiction Regulation for standard civil and commercial issues, there is a
much wider scope for interaction between conflicting EU and national rules.

When the centre of the debtor's main interests is outside the EU, the Regulation does not
apply. In such a case, it is up to the private international law of Member States to decide
whether insolvency proceedings may be opened against the debtor and on the rules and
conditions to be applied. This holds true regardless of whether the debtor has assets or
creditors in other Member States and whether the question of the effects of such proceed-
ings in other Member States is raised (Virgos-Schmit Report). 81

5. 6 The Jurisdictional Model; Universal Jurisdiction
Based on COMI, Alongside Limited

Territorial Procedures

Draft Convention and Regulation came to the same conclusion: universal jurisdiction and
the coinciding lex concursus as the law of the State of opening of the proceedings, may well
be tempting from an organisation point of view, however neither practically achievable nor
always warranted. Recital 11 (old; now 22) notes in this respect:

This Regulation acknowledges the fact that as a result of widely differing substantive laws it is not practical
to introduce insolvency proceedings with universal scope in the entire Community. The application'without
e,x^ption oi?he lawof the state of OPening of proceedings would, against this background^ frequently !sad to

difficulties. This applies, for example, to the widely differing laws on security interests to be found in the Corn-
munity. Furthermore, the preferential rights enjoyed by some creditors in the insolvency proceedings are, in
some cases, completely different. This Regulation should take account of this in two different ways. On the one
hand, provision should be made for special rules on applicable law in the case of particularly significant rights
and legal relationships (eg rights in rem and contracts of employment). On the other hand, national proceed-
ings covering only assets situated in the State of opening should also be allowed alongside main insolvency
proceedings with universal scope.

,
7LseleBBW re"t~a-car mternational Inc [2003] EWHC 128 (Ch), in which there had been a petition for an

order against the company, which had been incorporated in Delaware but had conducted'aU its
?f!T.t^-i?.t?_e.YKT ^C^,dltorh'?d been awarded an arbitration award in Italy and had had this award registered
as a judgment in the UK. This creditor opposed the opening of insolvency proceedings in the UK.

80 Virgos-Schmit Report, para 11, 12.
81 Ibid, para 44, 29.
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,rheJluh!s arombinedmodelofthe existing PrindPles °f regulation of international

baIS£SS"rsS orterrit oriality ofeffeas and^ty°^lui:aJityafpn^d^
Lcombined model which Permits local'proceedings to coexist ^^^^3
^^s^s^n^I^^S^£evop:^^:^^^^^^
Srs^ cy pr--p-^. '."^T
- ^^^z^s-"^10^^
- lumversalib ecause'. unless local Proceedings are opened, all assets of the debtor will be

encompassed therein, wherever located.

?nn>glLm!m, ^°Td!ngs. arc always, Possible within the Union. However the Regulation
d^lT^dethlo pemng oflocal PTOCeed^ controlled'and gov^ned ^thTSZn 'a1;
!^^^^^rote^"eto^mterests-L^alprcce^h^^^^^^
^^s^°^dm thestate-erned:-Tbopen^ lc^p^e^^Z:
^L^;?; tbto,rp°TesT establishmentm the territory of the'State^Z op'eZg
^C^^S:^reMontothe. main pro^^s;b^^^S:P^e^^S
t^Td"Lprcreedings'' since thelatte7aretoboe'co"o;dinate7wnh^^^^^^^^^

. main proceedings (Virgos-Schmit Report). 82

5. 6. 1 Main Insolvency Proceeding: Centre of Main Interest (COMI)
5. 6. 1. 1 'COMF as (Un)Defined by the Regulation

ocfTRlaslnldelnedJn^2000ver"on ofthe Ration. As the core connecting factor

^s^h;s^^^eu^^bl^hapsl:ot:u;;;a::u;sg^
^^s<^^a£^^inS!iTrenarlos'^char? ^P^^Z
.
TJlm.oiabiTdefinhionorcriteriasimp1^
^?^?S^m^fecitalsof^^l^^i;h'i^^^^IS

COMI needs to be approached. Recital 13 "(old) read:83"

^reat^eflm.tlmere!ts'shouldrorrespond to theplace wherc the debtor cond"^ the admin-istration of his interests on a regular basis and is therefore ascertamableby7hfr d±paurfeu
Re$! }?ha! nowbeen integrated in the Regulation proper.
^COMLis, therefore llnked to foresee^ility by the (potential) creditors, all the more so
^z^:^^a^^^fo^d^^la:l=e^ss^
^lth^nderrt!]ing,orpr^te individual or thus 

^ 

in^°^^to^lal^i^Sin the event of an insolvency. The Virgos-Schmit ReportYddsAe followingLdalrZon1?
- ^uing, th! teLmmterests>'the mtention^s to encompass not only commercial,

Sna^professional activities-. but also general ec^nomk'ac^t^Z^
i of private individuals (eg consumers). """ -""-"'

82 Ibid, paras 13 fif, 13-14.
83 In a direct copy from ibid, para 75.
84 Ibid, 51ff. "----"-"
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- The expression 'main' serves as a criterion for the cases where these interests include
activities of different types which are run from different centres.
In principle, the centre of main interests will in the case of professionals be the place
of their professional domicile and for natural persons in general, the place of their
habitual residence. Where companies and legal persons are concerned, the Regulation
in Article 3(1) presumes, unless proved to the contrary, that the debtor's centre of
main interests is the'place of the registered office'. The Virgos-Schmit Report adds that
this place normally corresponds to the debtor's 'head office', however this is a concept
which in itself is open to a great many interpretations. In practice, national courts have
been quite happy to set aside the presumption (as Article 3(1) specifically allows them
to), given the presumption arguably a lot less weight than perhaps had been assumed
by the drafters of the Regulation. 85 The CJEU itself had singled out mailbox compa-
nies as not being in a position simply to claim the protection of the State in which they
are incorporated (Eurofood):

in determining the centre of the main interests of a debtor company, the simple presumption laid
down by the Community legislature in favour of the registered office of that company can be rebut-
ted only if factors which are both objective and ascertainable by third parties enable it to be estab-
lished that an actual situation exists which is different from that which locating it at that registered
office is deemed to reflect. That could be so in particular in the case ofa'letterbox' company not car-
ryuig out any business in the territory of the Member State in which its registered office is situated.86

A finding of COMI by the courts of one Member State must not be second-guessed by the
(courts of) other Member States (Bank Handlowy9 1 Burgo Group). ss Even if the courts of

one Member State erred in accepting primary jurisdiction, the courts in other Member
States have to stick by that judgment. Any challenge to it must be brought in the national
courts of the Member States were main proceedings were opened.

The Regulation nevertheless of course has inserted the possibility of secondary proceed-
ings precisely to protect local interests in other Member States. Correction of COMI was
not as such thought of when the architecture of secondary proceedings was conceived, in
practice such proceedings do serve to offset some of the consequences of an (allegedly)
incorrect assessment of the COMI.

5. 6. 1. 2 European and National Case-Law on COMI

5. 6. 1. 2. 1 Need for Autonomous Interpretation

It follows from the need for uniform application of European Union law and from the principle
of equality that the terms of a provision of that law which makes no express reference to the law of
the Member States for the purpose of determining its meaning and scope must normally be given
an autonomous and uniform interpretation throughout the Union, having regard to the context of
the provision and the objective pursued by the legislation in question

85 P Wautelet, 'Some Considerations on the Center of Main Interests as Jurisdictional Test under the European
Insolvency Regulation' in GAffaki (ed), Cross-Border Insolvency and Conflicts of Jurisdictions: A US-EU Experience
(Brussels, Bruylant, 2007) 73, 86 ff.

86 Case C-341/04 £uro/ood JPSC Ltd [2006] ECR 1-3813, paras 34-35.
87 Case C-l 16/11 Bank Handlowy w Warszawie SA and PPHU 'ADAX'/Ryszard Adamiak v Christianapol sp z oo,

ECLI:EU:C:2012:739.
88 Case C-327/13 Burgo Group SpA v Illochroma SA andjer6me Theetten ECLI:EU:C:2014:2158.
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This is a bit of a mouthful but is established case-law of the European Court of Justice and
gains extra gloss within the context of the application by the Court of European private
international law. As highlighted repeatedly throughout this volume, the Court insist on the
need for predictability of the application of European private international law Regulations,
and the need for autonomous interpretation of core concepts of those regulations.

The concept the centre of a debtor's main interests' is peculiar to the Regulation, thus
having an autonomous meaning, and must therefore be interpreted in a uniform way, inde-
pendently of national legislation (Eurofood, Interedil).s9 The reference in (old) recital 13 in
the preamble to the Regulation to the place where the debtor conducts the administration
of his interests reflects the European Union legislature's intention to attach greater impor-
tance to the place in which the company has its central administration as the criterion
for jurisdiction. As noted, the recital's definition has now been moved into the Regulation
proper.

In the assessment of COMI, neither domicile of the creditors nor agreement between
creditors and debtor that the COMI is in a particular Member State can be of any
relevance;90 however, many other criteria can feed in particular into the assessment, by the
national courts, of ascertainability by third parties.91

5.6. 1.2.2 Objective and Ascertainable by Third Parties: Eurofood, Rastelli, Interedil

With reference to (former) recital 13, the Court has held that the centre of a debtor's main
interests must be identified by reference to criteria that are both objective and ascertainable
by third parties, in order to ensure legal certainty and foreseeability concerning the deter-
mination of the court with jurisdiction to open the main insolvency proceedings (Eurofood,
Interedil).92

The relevance of foreseeability by the potential creditors was emphasised in Rastelli,
too.93 The centre of a debtor's main interests must be identified by reference to criteria
that are both objective and ascertainable by third parties, in order to ensure legal certainty

89 Eurofood (n 86) para 31; and Case C-396/09 Interedil Sri, in liquidation v Fallimento Interedil Sri and Intesa
Gestione Crediti SpA [2011] ECR 1-9915, para 43.

90 Contra and wrong: Propertize BV v [Beheer] Beheer BV ECLI:NL:GHSE:2014:1311. the court at
's-Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) held that Propertise BVhas its COMI in the Netherlands (and the presumption in
favour of the COMI being the place of corporate domicile was therefore not dismissed), paying particular atten-
tion to the fact that (1) during argument at court both parties in the meantime had agreed that the COMI was m
the Netherlands, and (2) that the main creditors were based in the Netherlands.

' See eg the court at the Hague in De vennootschap naar buitenlands recht New Europe Property (BVl) Ltd v
Central Eastern European Real Estate Shareholdings ByECLI:NL:RBDHA:2014:13625. Central Eastern European
Real Estate Shareholdings BV ('CEE') was incorporated in the Netherlands. The Netherlands is therefore pre-
sumed to be the COMI of the company. CEE itself suggested Romania was the COMI. The court at The Hague
correctly emphasised both elements of (former) recital 13, paying particular attention to third party ascertainabil-
ity. Consultation of the commercial register, the Court noted, revealed dearly to third parties that the company
was being managed from the Netherlands, by Dutch directors. It is here that the Court added the reference to
the commercial register revealing the 'typically Dutch names' of the directors. That is amusing and was bound to
attract attention-although to be fair it is not the core reasoning of the court. Of some relevance was the fact that
the directors apparently, as was revealed at the hearing, regularly consulted, in the Netherlands, with Netherlands-
based consultants. It is of course difficult to read the entire mind of the court just from the succinctly written
judgment; however, what seemed to be crucial was the lack of convincing elements, provided by the company, that
to third parties Romania clearly was the place of administration of the company's interests. Indeed the judgment
reveals no such factors at all. The aforementioned elements therefore acted in support of the presumption.

92 Ewofood (n 86) para 33, and Interedil (n 89) para 49.
93 Case C-191/10i?Hsteiii DavideeCSncv7ean-CharksHidoux(qqliquidator) [2011] ECR 1-13209, paras 33 ff.
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., paragraph 34, Interedil, paragraph 51).

5. 6, 1. 2. 3 Eurofood: Individuality of the COMI

C^nST. " ;tseif contams_no. specific rules on deter^i"g the COMI for groups of
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9M y^gss7schmit. Report'para 76> 52-

t ?^)tenSiTh^wor^r, tAl!"ro^^dgment-J" ''fco"'"i ^A^a" C^P Group [2005] EWHC^^^^^^SSS^:;A^^
Nonhsea Base Investment et al [2015] EWHCm (Ch).
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in London. The companies were the only client of Marine Cross. All eight of the applicant
companies were incorporated in Cyprus, share the same company registered office in
Cyprus and had essentially the same form of Cypriot corporate documents.

Birss J held, using the well-established criteria in particular of Eurofood (in a group of
companies, the COMI has to be decided for each of them with individual legal personality)
and Interedil (emphasis on third party ascertainability in the case of attempts to rebuke Arti-
de 3( 1) s presumption in favour of the registered office being COMI) and setded on Marine
Cross being the most relevant factor in determining the COMI vis-a-vis the shipping com-
panics: the COMI being England. For the relevant holding companies (their Nevis-based
shareholders were out of the equation), the High Court observed that these do not have
operational functions. It held that their relations with London-based banks under financial
agreements, all subject to English law and English jurisdiction, determined the COMI as
being in England too. The case is a good reminder that even intricate special-purpose vehi-
de structures should not detract from COMI finding on well-established principles.

5.6. 1.2.4 Actual Centre of Management and Supervision and of the Management
of its Interests'

In Interedil, the Court emphasised transparency and publicity: the requirement for objec-
tivity and that possibility of ascertainment by third parties may be considered to be met
where the material factors taken into account for the purpose of establishing the place in
which the debtor company conducts the administration of its interests on a regular basis
have been made public or, at the very least, made sufficiently accessible to enable third par-
ties, that is to say in particular the company's creditors, to be aware of them (paragraph 49).
The factors to be taken into account to rebut the presumption of Article 3(1), second sen-
tence, include, in particular, all the places in which the debtor company pursues economic
activities and all those in which it holds assets, in so far as those places are ascertainable by
third parties {Interedil, paragraph 52).

All relevant considerations tempted the Court into what may be regarded as a definition
of 'COMI': in the case of a company at least, the compan/s actual centre of management
and supervision and of the management of its interests, is its COMI. However, one must
not be tempted to treat this extract as a stand-alone definition of COMI (and one which
arguably closely resembles the 'Head Office' approach): throughout the Interedil judgment,
the Court emphasised the element of transparency and publicity.

By way of illustration, a textbook application of COMI was made by the Irish High Court
in Harley Medical Group. 97 Harley Medical Group (Ireland) Ltd had its registered office in
the British Virgin Islands. It had registered in the Companies Registration Office (CRO) in
Ireland as an external company with a branch established in the State pursuant to the Euro-
pean Communities (Branch Disclosure) Regulations 1993. The sole shareholder sought
winding up in Ireland. Liabilities arose from claims against Hariey by 158 former patients
in respect of cosmetic treatment they had received. Many of those claims arise from breast
implant operations using breast implants from PIP, a French registered company. Harley
was informed by its insurers that its insurance cover did not extend to product liability
claims for products sourced from a third party.

97 In the matter of the Harley Medical Group (Ireland) Limited [2013] IEHC 219.
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The. patients OPPOSedJurisdiction, and sought to have the case heard in the UK instead:
&e lex concursus would then have been English law, which allegedly would haveTeen1^

e on account of the Third Parties (Rights against Insurers) Act 2010; thYs'wouict
?kgedlygivethe claimants better rights agai"st themsurer. As'the/HTgh~Co"urt"cor

l, Jiowever:

Ihe^rc!ivedadvantage to the, OPP°^g Creditors of this Court declining jurisdiction to win
the Company is articulated as follows in~[]'s second affidavit, where it'is"aw7reduthat^ '

;;..thlCTeditorlM ieve theirrights under UK legislation with regard to any relevant policies of

lnTn. ce.m^mMfying or, intended to mdemnify~the Company ag^Dst claims suchas'Aose7fthue
creditors wUl be stronger than under Irish law.

^courtwas_referred to a UK statute entitled Third parties (Rights against Insurers) Act 2010.
Thatcontention is immaterial to the Court's function on this ap'pUra-tionDandit^o'u7dbe?naDDT

express any view on it. (37)

ThlHlghc;ourt. swiftlyre)ectedthe notion that the Regulation does not apply because

.
ofthe^on:Eu^ncorporation ofthe comPany--.from the moment th7compa^s/COMIU^
mA! EU'. theRegulation does apply- Neitherdoes it matter-that'the~compTny/is partvofa°
groTofundertakings' and that a COI"pany within the group withwhichTt"waras"socm"ted

[been placed in administration in the UK: the COMI, per£Mro/oodTnotaUy, uupon7efu
eren^ce by the Irish Supreme Court), needs to be individually determmedper"^rp*or7tio^

t subsequently reviewed the rebuttable presumption of the COMIas'bemeThe
pkc^li ncorporation (here: the British virgin Islands)- PeSre^/, "thisureq'mrues Ael ceou1^
sale dlo review whether the comPany's a<:tual centre ofmanagement"and7u"pems±ion^d

1 in its territory, in a manner that is^scertaYnable
by Aird parties. Both conditions were fulfilled: On the conditionofacW cen^o?maaunc
agementand supervision and ofthe management of its interests' the High Court ;

The company has never traded in any jurisdiction other than Ireland.
~ Mlu rgic?u!rcatments had been carried out in Ircland'the operations having been

; registered with the Irish Medical Council.
The company was registered as a branch in Ireland and subsequently filed all of the
statutory returns as was required by law.
All employees of the company are located in Ireland.
The company's only place of business is at Dublin.

- The company's address for correspondence has at all times been located in Ireland.
. company is registered with the Irish Revenue Commissioners for VAT, and rel-

evant national insurance payments.
- The company is not tax resident in any other jurisdiction.

The company does not operate any bank account in any other jurisdiction other than

- The_company board meetings typically took Place in Guernsey. However, in the last
s, they have taken place either in London or in Dublin.

on?em.atterofascertainability bythird parties-a11 ofthe company's activities had been
conducted in. Ireland since 1999and the administration ofit7mterests hadbe±en^>ntinu1-1
ously conducted in Ireland, had been readily ascertainable by third parties~bycondu'ctingua
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accordance with the law of Ireland.

5. 6. 1. 2. 5 Additional Jurisdiction for Member State ofCOMI for Actions 'Closely
Connected' with the Insolvency Proceedings

In Seago^ the Court of Justice employed recital 6 of the 2000 Regulation98 to hold that
Article 3(1) must be interpreted as meaning that it also confers international jurisdict'ion
.

o^thLC.O.UT. O^the Member state within the territory of which insolvency'proceedings
^CTeop-,en!d^oh^r an action whkh derives directly from the initial insolven'cyp'rocee^
"^iami ̂ hi(?is 'closelyconnected' wiA them, within the meaning of recital inrth7p're-
.
am.?f^?^gulation"9J ̂ that ̂udgment the Court of Justice linked its findings direcdy
to the Regulation's aim of discouraging forum shopping. Actions to set a transaction aside

.tue of insolvency, are closely connected to the opening of the proceedings, -given~that
assets transfers in tfw run-up to insolvency proceedings are probably the oldesTtrickoYthe
trade to frustrate one's creditors.

.

A.'doseconnec. tion'is not present) per Rastelliw wherc a national court seeks to join to
1 proceeding, a proceeding concerning a different debtor with its COMI in another

Member State and no establishment in the former, simply because the debtor concerned
possessespropertywhich is mtermixed with the debtor in the main proceeding. Joining to

. initial proceedings an additional debtor, legally distinct from the debtor" roncemed0
proceedings, produces with regard to that additional debtor the same effects-as-the

decision to open insolvency proceedings. The latter cannot be done simply on the basis of
a procedural mechanism such as a joinder, but rather requires the national/court"at issue to
.

<LMTL°lt a.de nov^!i;!Tl ent ofthe conditions ofthe Regulation: either a main proceed
mg on the basis ofCOMI, or a territorial procedure on the basis of locally presen7a7sets
and 'establishment'.

.

^r!i51Ti"_'. thecJEU r,uled Aat ^he courts ofthe Member State within the territory of

1 insolvency proceedings have been opened have jurisdiction to decide an actionto set
a transaction aside (acfto pauliana) that is brought against a person whose registered office
is in another Member State.

Nortel extended this finding to secondary proceedings. 101 In Seagon, the Court held that
3(1) must be interpreted as meaning that it also confers international jurisdiction

on the courts of the Member State within the territory of which insolvency proceedir
wre-opened tohear an action which derives directlyfrom the initial insolven'cy'procee^
mgsand whidi is 'closely connected' with them, within the meaning of recital6 in'thepre-
amble to the Regulation. In Nortel, the Court held that Article 3(2)^fthat"regulatioTmust
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loo Sase.<?/339/07 christ°Pher seaSon v Deko Marty Belgium NV [2009] ECR 1-767, paras 19-21.
101  rtei(n39).
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be interpreted analogously. Here, the related action seeks a declaration that specified assets
fall within secondary insolvency proceedings. It is designed specifically to protect the local
interests which justify the very establishment of jurisdiction for the secondary proceedings.

However, such action quite obviously has a direct effect on the interests administered in
the main insolvency proceedings. The jurisdiction for the court of the secondary proceed-
ings therefore cannot be exclusive. It is jurisdiction concurrently with the Member State of
the COMI. Unobjectionable as the Court's view may be, in practice it may create serious
coordination headaches (one for which I do not think even the provisions for coordination
in the new Insolvency Regulation provide sufficient answer).

Does Seagon also apply where insolvency proceedings have been opened in a Member
State, but the place of residence or registered office of the person against whom the action
to have a transaction set aside is brought is not in a Member State, but in a third coun-
try? The court held that it does in Schmid v Hertel,102 and confirmed these principles in
HvHK.lw

Schmid was the German liquidator of the debtor's assets, appointed in the insolvency
proceedings opened in her regard in Germany on 4 May 2007. The defendant, Ms Hertel,
resided in Switzerland. Mr Schmid brought an action against Ms Hertel before the German
courts to have a transaction set aside, seeking to recover  8,015. 08 plus interest as part of
the debtor's estate. The Brussels I Regulation as noted displays bias in favour of the defend-
ant: actor seqwtw forum rei. The overall jurisdictional angle of the Insolvency Regulation
is different: avoiding forum shopping to the detriment of creditors is its main aim, and its
insistence on verifiable and predictable criteria to determine the COMI (which in turns
determines jurisdiction) needs to be seen in that light. That non-EU domiciled defendants
get caught up in EU proceedings on the basis of COMI is not generally seen as problematic
within the context of the Regulation.

The CJEU is rather realistic with respect to the potential recognition and enforcement
problems associated with judgments under the Regulation held against non-domicileds. In
the absence of assets in the EU held by the non-dom (if there were, enforcement would be
straightforward), classic bilateral treaties may come to the rescue and, if there is no such
treaty, so be it: in the view of the Court, the Regulation's jurisdictional rules should not be
held up by potential problems at the enforcement stage.

5. 6. 1.2. 6 The Relevant Date for the Purpose of Locating the Centre of the Debtor's Main
Interests, and Transfer after Lodging of Request to Open a Proceeding

The Regulation does not contain any express provisions concerning the specific case involv-
ing the transfer of a debtor's centre of interests. Per Interedil, in the light of the general
terms in which Article 3(1) of the Regulation is worded, the last place in which that centre
was located must therefore be regarded as the relevant place for the purpose of determin-
ing the court having jurisdiction to open the main insolvency proceedings. 104 This is also
indicated by the use of the present tense: jurisdiction is granted to the courts of the Member
State within the territory of which the centre of a debtor's main interest is situated. 105

102 Case C-328/12 Ralph Schmidv Lilly JJefte;ECLI:EU:C:2014:6.
103 Case C-295/13 HvHK, ECLI:EU:2014:2410.
104 Interedil (n 89) para 54.
105 See also Moss et al (n 4) 47
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Where the centre of a debtor's main interests is transferred after the lodging of a request
to open insolvency proceedings, but before the proceedings are opened, the courts of the
Member State within the territory of which the centre of main interests was situated at the
time when the request was lodged retain jurisdiction to rule on those proceedings.106 How-
ever where the COMI has been transferred before a request to open insolvency proceedings
is lodged, the centre of the debtor's main interests is therefore presumed, in accordance with
the second sentence of Article 3(1) of the Regulation, to be located at the place of the new
registered office and, accordingly, it is the courts of the Member State within the territory
of which the new registered office is located which, in principle, have jurisdiction to open
the main insolvency proceedings, unless the presumption in Article 3(1) of the Regulation
is rebutted by evidence that the centre of main interests has not followed the change of
registered office. 107

The Court's case-law on the timing of determination of COMI is made all the more rel-
evant given the case-law on the freedom of establishment (see elsewhere in this volume),
which has given rise to an increase in corporate mobility in the EU. 108 The resulting room
for forum shopping (both in the case of a group of companies, and in the event of a single
company seeking to take advantage of advantageous insolvency proceedings) prima fade
sits uneasily of course with the Regulation's declared intent of combatting forum shopping,
however, as the cases above illustrate, the result of the Court's case-law on COMI is that any
change in COMI most certainly cannot be carried out on a whim.109

5.6. 1.2. 7 The Provisions of the EIR 2015: Determination ofCOMI and
Look Back' Periods

The COMI, as noted, is now defined in the EIR proper:
The centre of main mterests shall be the place where the debtor conducts the administration of its
interests on a regular basis and which is ascertainable by third parties. (Article 3(1))

The EIR 2015 has expanded and clarified the presumptions of COMI and has also provided
a qualified look-back period for change of COMI. Both corporations and individuals can
and do of course legitimately move their COMI. However, one of the main drivers of the
Regulation is to avoid abusive forum shopping, whereby debtors move COMI simply to
shop for a regime which will be attractive to them but not to their creditors.
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j 105

Case C-l/04 Staubitz-Schreiber [2006] ECR 1-701, para 29, with specific reference to the need to avoid forum
shopping.

107 Interedll (n 89) para 56.
108 Whether the increase reflects a permanent rise and recurring phenomenon, is more difficult to ascertain:

see also W Brattonn, J McCahery and E Vermeulen, 'How Does Corporate Mobility Affect Lawmaking? A Com-
parative Analysis', Law Working Paper No 91 (European Corporate Governance Institute, 2008). To be sure, in
the immediate aftermathof the. Centres and related case-law (reviewed below), there was quite a bit of corporate
mobility, especially into the United Kingdom However arguably a lot of that potential has now been 'mopped up',
especially m view of the regulatory competition that followed, leading to more inviting corporate requirements
m those Member States which saw a lot of corporations disappear. See also L Enriques and M Gelter, 'How the
Old World Encountered the New One: Regulatory Competition and Cooperation in European Corporate and
Bankruptcy Law', European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI), Law Research Paper Series, No 63/2006.

lm IncidentaUy I disagree with the suggestion (Ringe, n 72) that the 'fuzziness' of COMI (a phrase said to
be first used by H Eidenmuller in 'Free Choice in International Company Insolvenqr Law in Europe' (2005)
6 European Business Organization Low Review 423 428) contributes to its alleged incompatibility with the Treaty's
freedom of establishment.
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306 The Insolvency Regulation

To assist genuine change in the COMI, recital 28 of the 2015 EIR emphasises, in line with
the main principles recalled above, the relevance of ascertainability by third parties also in
the event of a shift in COMI. It adds a number of practical precautions which the debtor
could take to ensure that an intended shift in COMI actually will be recognised as such:

This may require, in the event of a shift of centre of main interests, informing creditors of the new
location from which the debtor is carrying out its activities in due course, for example by drawing
attention to the change of address in commercial correspondence, or by making the new location
public through other appropriate means.

More generally, the EIR 2015 has expanded COMI presumptions as follows:

The courts of the Member State within the territory of which the centre of the debtor's main inter-
ests is situated shall have jurisdiction to open insolvency proceedings ("main insolvency proceed-
ings'). The centre of main interests shall be the place where the debtor conducts the administration
of its interests on a regular basis and which is ascertainable by third parties.

hi the case of a company or legal person, the place of the registered office shall be presumed to be
the centre of its main interests in the absence of proof to the contrary. That presumption shall only
apply if the registered office has not been moved to another Member State within the 3-month
period prior to the request for the opening of insolvency proceedings.

In the case of an individual exercising an independent business or professional activity, the centre
of main interests shall be presumed to be that individual's principal place of business in the absence
of proof to the contrary. That presumption shall only apply if the individual's principal place of
business has not been moved to another Member State within the 3-month period prior to the
request for the opening of insolvency proceedings.

In the case of any other individual, the centre of main interests shall be presumed to be the place
of the individual's habitual residence in the absence of proof to the contrary. This presumption
shall only apply if the habitual residence has not been moved to another Member State within the
6-month period prior to the request for the opening of insolvency proceedings. (Article 3(1))

Rather than just the one presumption in the former EIR for companies or legal persons, the
EIR 2015 introduces presumptions of COMI for all three categories of insolvable persons.
For neither of the three categories does the Regulation introduce a negation of move of
COMI within a prescribed period. Rather, it introduces look-back periods (three months
for corporations and individuals exercising an independent business or professional activ-
ity; sue months for individuals not carrying out such activity) in which the presumption
will no longer hold. Change of COMI in that period immediately preceding a filing for
insolvency can still be substantiated, however, by simply following the COMI criteria of
Article 3(1), recalled above.

5.6. 1.2.8 The Insolvency of Groups of Companies and 'Group Coordination Proceedings'
The Entity-by-Entity Approach is Maintained

In Eurofood,110 as noted, the Court of Justice insisted on determination of the COMI for
each separate undertaking. The CJEU therefore defers to the corporate veil and in my view

Ewofood (n i
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is right to do so. Of note is of course that the finding in Eurofood does not exclude that the
COMI for highly a integrated groups of companies maybe found to be in one and the same

;. Ad hoc rebuttal of the registered office presumption in favour of the registered office
of the holding company is most definitely a possibility.

The European Commission did not in principle question the what it calls entity-
by-entity' approach for determining COMI. Instead, it proposed better coordination
between the insolvency proceedings, using in particular procedural safeguards to enable
liquidators of the various companies of the group to have a say in each other's procedure.
The European Parliament strengthened the coordination element by inserting 'group coor-
dination proceedings', which I further review below.

The Regulation (Article 2(13)) defines a'group of companies' as:
a parent undertaking and all its subsidiary undertakings.

A 'parent undertaking' in turn is defined as:

an undertaking which controls, either directly or indirectly, one or more subsidiary undertak-
ings. An undertaking which prepares consolidated financial statements in accordance with Direc-
tive 2013/34/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council shall be deemed to be a parent
undertaking.

The rather detailed rules for groups of companies, most of them speaking for themselves,
take the form of a whole new Chapter in the Regulation, dealing with what the Regulation
calls on the one hand 'cooperation and communication', and on the other hand 'coordina-
tion'. Each of these apply to both courts and insolvency practitioners.

Of note is also that the EIR 2015 strengthens cooperation and communication between
insolvency practitioners and courts in the event of one single company (in that case coordi-
nation between main and secondary proceedings being the obvious aim).

Cooperation and Communication for Groups of Companies

As far as cooperation and communication is concerned, the proof of the Group of Com-
panies Chapter will lie in both the goodwUl and the procedural limits to which courts and
practitioners in the Member States are subject. The Chapter in relevant part talks of the
standing of the insolvency practitioners in each other's proceedings, of exchange of infor-
mation, of the option to conclude agreements to all these effects, etc. However, each of these
possibilities (with the exception of group coordination proceedings: see below) is qualified
by reference to both national procedural law, to conflict of interest and to the sound admin-
istration of justice. In other words there are likely to be plenty of remaining options for
recaldtrant jurisdictions to refuse to cooperate. In fairness, in many such group proceed-
ings practitioners and courts currendy already explore cooperation. The clear instructions
to that effect in the Regulation undoubtedly will assist in stretching current procedural
options in the Member States to assist further cooperation.

Group Coordination Proceedings

The one innovation backed up by hard law provisions in the Regulation is the introduction
of'group coordination proceedings.

As noted, it was the European Parliament which suggested these proceedings. Parlia-
ment had also suggested assigning group coordination to the jurisdiction of the COMI
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of the member of the group which performs 'crucial functions'. Parliament's
on this issue read:

Opening of group coordination proceedings

Group coordination Proceedings may be brought by an insolvency representative in any court
diction over the insolvency proceedings of a member of the group, provided that:"

- !nso!vencyproceedings with respect to that member of the group are Pending; and
- the members of the group having their centre of main interestsrm-threMemte"r"State of the

court seised to open the group coordination proceedings perform crucial fan'ctro nFwith'm

whercmorcthanone court is seised to open 8rouP c°°^uution proceedings, the group coordina-
tion proceedings shall be opened in the Member State where the most'c7ucTaTfancotionsrwithi7thae
group are performed. To that extent the courts seised shall communicate and coop'erate with'each
^therm accordance with Article 42b-where the most crucial functions cannot'beSmineAAe1

vided that the conditions forwen^
ing such proceedings are satisfied.

Where group coordination proceedings have been opened, the right of insolvency representativ
to request a stay of the proceedings in accordance with point (b) of Article 42d(l) shall be'subJe
to the. approval of the coordmator- Existing stays shall remain in force and-effectrsubject"tot'he

}uest the cessation of any such stay. '1 *
Crucial functions within the group' in turn were defined as

!heabaity.priortothe OPeninSof solvency proceedings with respect to any member of the group,
irtsofit7o7'~"~"'0""'"

the_eronomic slgnificance within the group, which shall be presumed if the group member or
t^rTobv?rs contribute at least 10 per cent to the consolidated balance-'sheet totefmLon's'oli'date'd

It is clear that the 'crucial functions' criterion was likely to drag this innovation of the Par-
^mtopractica!. comroversy- consequently Council (and Commission) supported

the^ideaof group coordinationproceedings;bar the crucial funct~ions;, ur'isdidionSeer"
In the absence of choice of court, Article 62 now instead has a strict fo ~aUbipend7nsr^.

^hou^ejudKl^Article66'where the opening of grouP coordination proceedings is requested
before courts of different Member States, any court other Aanthe-courtrfirst7eisJs^4duecd^

ion in favour of that court.

Combined with Article 61;s rule that such proceedings may be requested before .
having jurisdiction over the insolvency proceedings^ a membelr~ofthe"grou'p7inev'ha-t

^Artide 62 will trigger race to court for the establishment of the'grou^coOTdmation
proceedings. However this was seen as preferable to the difficult determmation"oFcruudal

_Art!de63 obliges, the court seized to check the request to open group coordination
against the following criteria:

- the openingofsuch proceedings is appropriate to facUitate the effective administration of the
insolvency proceedings relating to the different group members;

111 EP legislative resolution of 5 February 2014, P7_TA(2014) 0093.
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- no creditor of any group member expected to participate in the proceedings is likely to be
financially disadvantaged by the inclusion of that member in such proceedings; and
the proposed coordinator fulfils the requirements laid down in Article 71.

Article 71 in turn insists inter alia that the coordinator cannot be chosen from among
the midst of the insolvency practitioners involved in each of the members of the group's
insolvency.

Among these criteria, the proviso that 'no creditor of any group member expected to
participate in the proceedings is likely to be financially disadvantaged by the inclusion
of that member in such proceedings' is likely to be the toughest to apply. It presumably
requires an overall assessment of the net return after insolvency, rather than just an assess-
ment in absolute terms. However, how exactly 'competing' insolvent regimes (for jurisdic-
tion to a large degree also leads to applicable law) are to be compared in this assessment is
not at all clear.

It is only after being satisfied that Article 63's criteria are met that the court seized gives
notice of the request to all other insolvency practitioners of the group. The court seized has
to give all insolvency practitioners involved the opportunity to be heard. Article 63 does
not state so in so many words; however, presumably after having heard the practitioners
concerned, the Court has to revisit its assessment of Article 63's criteria.

The reference in Article 62 to Article 66 is to that Article's choice of court provisions:
1. Where at least two-thirds of all insolvency practitioners appointed in insolvency proceedings

of the members of the group have agreed that a court of another Member State having juris-
diction is the most appropriate court for the opening of group coordination proceedings, that
court shall have exclusive jurisdiction.
The choice of court shall be made by joint agreement in writing or evidenced in writing. It
may be made until such time as group coordination proceedings have been opened in accord-
ance with Article 68.

2.

Any court other than the court seised under paragraph 1 shall decline jurisdiction in favour of that
court.

The request for the opening of group coordination proceedings shall be submitted to the court
agreed in accordance with Article 61.

Article 66's two-thirds majority rule applies therefore even if one of the objecting insol-
veno/ practitioners has won the race to court. It avoids die proceedings being hijacked by a
minority. This effectively amounts to cram-down of choice of court for group coordination
proceedings.

Interestingly, Article 66 does not mention the need for the choice of court to have to
abide by the aforementioned criteria of Article 63. This gives the two-thirds majority of
insolvency practitioners a much wider remit to select the exclusive jurisdiction.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the exclusive jurisdiction provision in this title applies
to group coordination proceedings only. The underlying jurisdiction for main or secondary
proceedings is not affected.

If and when a group coordinator is assigned, the EIR assigns him or her overall coordi-
nation and planning tasks (Article 72) as well as a wide remit to request information, to be
heard and to provide input into all national proceedings.
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5. 6. 1. 3 Universality of the Proceedings Opened in the COMI Member State

The main proceedings are always universal. This has a number of important
consequences:

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

Assets located outside the State of opening are also included in the proceedings and sequestrated as from the
opening of proceedings on a world-wide basis;
AU creditors are encompassed;
Proceedings opened in one [Member State] will produce efforts throughout the whole territory of the
[Member States] (ie the [Union]). The recognition of the effects of the proceedings in other [Member States]
is automatic, by force of law, without the need for an exequatur, and is independent of publication; However,
Slforcel?lellt o^ud8ments wiU require prior limited control by the national courts, through an exequatur. 'If
the conditions set out by the [Regulation] are satisfied, the national Courts are obliged to grant it.
The liquidator appointed in the main proceedings has authority to act in all the other [Member States],
without the need for an exequatur. He may remove assets from the State in which they are located. In exer-
rising these powers (granted by the State of opening), the Uquidator must comply with the laws of the State
concerned. This is particularly the case if coercion is necessary to gain control of the assets (he must then
request the assistance of the local authorities);
hidividual execution is not possible against the assets of a debtor located in any [Member State];
There is a legal duty to surrender to the insolvency proceedings the proceeds recovered by individual execu-
tion or obtained from the debtor's voluntary payment out of assets located abroad.112

The impact of the main proceedings and the corresponding powers of the liquidator, within
the constraints of (old) Article 18 ff, are at their highest for as long as no secondary pro-
ceedings have been opened. 'Only the opening of secondary insolvency proceedings iscapa-
ble of restricting the universal effect of the main insolvency proceedings' (MGProbud)113

The impact of this priority, must not be underestimated, especially given the link
(detailed below) with applicable law. Because of the universal effect which all main insoT-
vency proceedings must be accorded, main insolvency proceedings encompass all of the
debtor's EU assets. The law of the State of opening of the main proceedings determines not
only the opening of insolvent proceedings, but also their course and closure. On that basis,
that law is required to govern the treatment of assets situated in all Member States and the
effects of the insolvency proceedings on the measures to which those assets are liable to be
subject-inevitably of course leading to a race to court just as under the Brussels I Regula-
tion by virtue of that latter Regulation's Us alibi pendens rule. The insolvency Regulation
however does not have a guillotine-like'114 Us alibi pendens rule. (old) Article 16"'s (now
Article 19) priority rule, reviewed below, has required flanking measures (in particular the
limited scope for refusal of recognition) and the firm hand of European Court of Justice
case-law (in particular the emphasis on the principle of mutual trust, see the para just
below) to render it relevant in practice.

112 Virgos-Schmit Report, para 19, 15 ff.
^ casec-444'°7MGProbudGdyniaspzoo [2010] ECR 1-417, para 24.
114 Wautelet (n 85) 77
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.

Giventherimpact ofthe opening ofthemain Proceedings: may the jurisdiction assumed
bLalTlô aM.embCTState toopen main msolvency Proceedings be revTewedbyI^rt
of another Member State in which recognition has been applied for?' The ruie"o7prio"rit1
laiddownmArtickl6(l)(old)oftheRegulation, whichprovidesthatmsolvencyp^oc"eed/
ings ipenedm oneMember state are to be recognised in all Member'States'fromith7tTme
!hattheyproducetheir effects inthe state.ofAe opening of proceeding7is"basedlonuthec
pr!nclple. ofmutual trust; This element °fm"t"aftrust"is ofexactly"Ae'sam7nuat*ul reu^
'^wne!pondmgp^iswns and case-law under the  sdictionRegulatio7(peruGua^
^;^^vlre ddsewherc. in thisvolun-)- K " inherent in that^mdpletofn;S
SlhalAlcoulo f aMember. state hearingan application"for~thre"ope^mgl ofimZ
msolvency_proceedings. check thatit has iurisdiction, ie'examine whetherTe"cen6trueofZ

Lmammterestsis situated in that Member state-In rehT' as the (old) 22nd recital
\Regulation emPhasises'the Prin"Ple of mutual trust requires th'aUhe court's o7thae

2t" MKem^LsteteTcognise thedecisfon °peningmal7
b±g.abkJorc;iCTVthe lssessment made b/the fir^ court as'to''itsiu'r^tiolnTan7lch7
leXo. ftha^lewhasto. b^bTghtinJhecourtsofdeMemb"s^^^^^^^
a UJM1 and has upheld jurisdiction (Eurofood).115

5. 6. 1. 4 When is an Insolvency Procedure 'Opened' within the
Meaning of the Regulation?

^Z?.utgSlthedrastKmpact ofthe°Pening"f (main) proceedings, is there some

kJllactiKvercv.iewrcquired by the relevant c°^hetherTe^aSconl^sZ
;^lq^bemme^orcan a near-^tomatic trigger oFthe^^eedi^^,Z
particular following initiative by one of the creditors? "" " - r-"-&-^,

V^CCOOnnSSTnT^qu^elfOTTl"giDS0^^^^ are a matter for n^°"allaw, and

^^^, S^!^^^^^fasome mberst^:theproceed^^^^i^
3^^^S^^S^Ae^s^wrificationsbeingcamedolrtia ;I:i"^Mem7

TT^telle T^lfindinS'whichmaybe qmte time:consul°i"& ^ bemadebefoeprocTedmgsTr'e
sS^lCT?ln^nll wl"mmMemb. erstetes>Ae^
lT^Tnths;Jt. !s_Dece_ssary;inorder to ensure the effecti^sso7th7^m'es'tabThedub^ZTe S^r
^^^^pmc^^^;;^a^^^^^S^I£S
^gw^lTJoln ^possibieiDthecourseofthepro^^^^^^^^^
^s^g^^^pr^^^ez^:^^^s^
S^zl^^^^tf&ec^s^t^states:i;arm^pli:=b:^^^^s
^ncy. a"hesametime> could daimc°"currentjurisdiction overanextmde7penod" I'nA^e'dr
^^t;^nln s^Myproce^^'forAePu^osesof^^g"tonn^^^
£^r^^^m^d^was an^^easi(;^^1^^^
£dZLASd^^n:but^soadrcisionh/Dded^^^
^st!nc.ls^gt^openin 80fproceedinssrefemdtoiDA^^^^^^^
SZ^^lfs^^ei?r=Such divestaent involves the debtor losing the powers of'man~agemen7whiA he"haTov^ his"a^?nTuTa

Ewofood (n 86) paras 38 S.
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312 The Insolvency Regulation

^lelt.h.e^° chara(:teristicconsequences of insolvency proceedings, namely the appointment of a liquidator
referred to in Annex C and the divestment of the debtor, have taken effect, and thus all the elements conrtitutiM
the definition of such proceedings, given in Article 1(1) of the Regulation, are present. "6

5. 6. 2 Secondary and Territorial Insolvency Proceedings

Secondary and territorial proceedings may only be opened if the debtor possesses an estab-
lishment within the territory of that other Member State, and only vis-a-vis the debtor's
assets in that State. Article 2(h) of the 2000 Regulation defined 'establishment' as

any place of operations where the debtor carries out a non-transitory economic activity with
human means and goods

which the Court of Justice specified in less philosophical terms as (Interedil)117
a structure with a minimum level of organisation and a degree of stability for the purpose of pursu-
mg an economic activity.

basically this is a combination of pursuit of an economic activity and the presence of human
resources. This has to be determined in the same way as the location of the centre of main
interests, namely on the basis of objective factors which are ascertainable by third parties. 118

In Burgo Group, 119 the CJEU held that, per Interedil, the fact that that definition links'the
pursuit of an economic activity to the presence of human resources shows that a minimum
level of organisation and a degree of stability are required. It follows that, conversely, the
presence alone of goods in isolation or bank accounts does not, in principle, satisfy the
requirements for classification as an establishment'. On the other hand, the definition does
not refer to the place of the registered office of a debtor company or to the legal status of
the place in which the operations in question are carried out120 The Member State where
the company has its registered office dearly is not excluded from the definition: otherwise
local interests would be denied the opportunity of seeking protection, which would exist in
other Member States where an establishment is present.

A good illustration is Olympic Airwaysm in which the Court of Appeal for England
and Wales combined Interedil and further CJEU guidance with respect to COMI, as weUas

116 Ibid, paras 51 £f.
17 Interedil (n 89) para 62.

118 Ibid, para 63.
119 Burgo Group (n 88).

, °" 21 APril 2008' the Commercial Court, Roubabc-Tourcoing (France) placed all the companies in the lUo-
Aroma group-including lUochroma, established in Brussels (Belgium)-into recenwship an'd^DDoir
,
Th.eettm. a^ageDt^on 25 November 2008, it placed lUochioma m"UquidatTonandapp'oinrtedM^re"TheetteaDLM

ltorBu.rgoGroup> establishedm_Altavma-Vicentma-Vicenza (Italy), is owed money by lUo'chromaTrthe
supply °fg°°d^0^4November_2008, Burgo Group presented Mattre TheettenwiAastat'ement'ofiabm'tvi'n the
amount of  359, 778.48. Maitre Theetten informed Burgo Group that the statement of Uabilit
into account because it was out of time.

..Burgo Group then requested the opening of secondary proceedings in respect of Dlochroma. The referrir
court(the Brussds court °fAPPeal) observed that the Insolvency Regulation definesVstablishment"as any'pla^
^h"e.?ldebtorc"riesT^non'transito^economicactivi^wAhuman^^^^
aUoninthepreseirtcase. lUochroma is a company with two estabUshments in Belgium, ^hereitistfae"owne7of
a building, buys^and seUs goods, and employs'staff. Illochrama and the Uquidator^ontend'that. 'sin'reTuochro'ma

\^es^ed officLmBelgium'. it can"ot be rega''ded as .an "toblishment withm&eme'anmg'of Regufa^io'n
13W2000. They argued that^secondary proceedings are restricted to estabHshmen7swithoutTesaT6 persontut^"

OtympicAirways [2013] EWCA Civ 643. ~ ---" ---o~r"--,.
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extensive reference to the Virgos-Schmit Report, the CA held that for there to be an estab-
^ lishment^the mere presence of the company in the territory of the Member State \sTot

enough: there has to be genuine -external economic activity. In the word^of'SirBernard Wx:
5e.defin£nKis>clea^lntended to lay downa rule that the mere Presen<:e of an office or branch, a
Sac^atwhic hthedebtM

phyycalrc!ources_have to bemvolved in those "P^tions; and there has torbe7econom7c"acutMtvu
. involving those resources. (33)

He also emphasised that Ais economic activity needs to be external', ie market oriented. Of
. note"ji°Altemponllelement: per °ffice Metro122 the possibility to'opeiTup^

W proce?mgs. reqmre^herctobe such establ"hment at the time of the" request' fo7ope^n
:: ofs^chprmceedms' The UK SUPreme court later confirmed thisjudgmem7" '

J?.e BIR 2015 now defines estauishment' as 'any place of opeTaTions where a debtor
;T2LOULOr. has.camed out. in the 3-month peri°dp"o^ to therequest'toopenu main

lrsSncyprorcedin8s anon:transitol-y economic activity with humaFmean's ^ass^s'!
^s'^r^od^ich[sqwte^^^
thrTefm.o,nthpCT5dla notherway inwhich the Regulati°"disc'oura'ge7for/um^coppcmLglc
.
Ihl.openingofsecondary or temtorial Proceedings is-subiertto°differentc7nZs

lccordmgto whetheror not main Proceedings have afreadybeen opened"InAefirstttsitu°
S^n,^^gswe. a!ready^en'opened):-the Pro;eedmg:a^ ̂ cri^L;s
£ondaryproceedings'and are governed by the Prov"ionso7chapteTinofTheRle^latta
;£IL(main!yde"gned to ensure proPer coordm^on with'and meTfect suVord^aZ"^

^forasnotedbelow, theRegulation does encourage colkctivityofthe'
^Ss)^es^ndsitotion(nomain^orcedin^sb^^ed5:^^edc
Z^^:cnb^asJtermo^insolvencyproceedinSS' ^the"aTta^ !nS
tphw^Tcan^LTned. aredeterminedb^

1 proceedings have been opened, the 'territorial' procedure beocome7;seco"ndary:^
5. 6. 2. 1 Territorial Insolvency Proceedings

^S^lfLTems.two_sit uations: first> where h is lmPossible to °Pen I"^ P^oceed-;nf^ecauseoLtheconditlons laid down by'the lawoFtheM"embe7staTwhe7eZZ^
£t^eSl^S.I£ mStsmd>. secondly; ^erc the ^"ingofteiTitoriaTpr^eedI
2^e^bl SSW!thlnthe territory ofwhich the ^OI^ ^e^b^^s
requested by certain creditors having a particular connection with that temtoT
^tali lL(ou'now37) to the Regulation hi"^ at restrictive interp~retation7cases where

S^^^proceedings. are requested befor^^am'insolv^^edS
^^d^b!Sedto^at"absohtety^ce^^n""c^^^^

1 which is also emphasised in recital 12 (old; now23and24)7nfineT:Manu
^LmkLofcooT.dmatwnwth the main Proceedi"g^atisfythe'needfor^^^

^^oord^ion rannot beensured ifmam
^deh^e, thlcTlhddJ^zaza^hhatc^^^^

1 insolvency proceedings can be requested before that ofthemain"msoiiven^

^ c^iceMetro [2()12J EWHC 1191 (Ch).
UKSc5e rrustees ofthe olymFfcAirlmes'^ P^on ^ Life Assurance Scheme v Olympic Airways SA [2015]
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314 The Insolvency Regulation

proceedings are limited to what is absolutely necessary. 124 In particular, the requirement of
conditions' present in that Article, cannot be extended to conditions excluding particular

persons (such as the public prosecutor) from the category of persons empowered to request
the opening of such proceedings. Hence they are limited to substantive conditions of insol-
vency, such as whether one needs to be a trader to be declared insolvent etc. In the case at
issue, the Belgian public prosecutor, empowered under Belgian law to request insolvency in
the general interest, had wanted to open territorial proceedings in Belgium prior to opening
of the main proceedings in the Netherlands, were Zaza had its COMI.

In the same restrictive vain, a party has to have a claim of its own to lodge against the
debtor's estate, for it to be a 'creditor' within the meaning of Article 3(4)(b). A claim in the
general interest is not enough. 125

Local insolvency proceedings opened in accordance with the [Regulation] limit the universal cope of the mam
proceedings Assets located in the [Member State] where a court opens local insolvency proceedings are subject
only to the local proceedings. However, the universal character of the main proceedings reveals itself through
the mandatory rules of coordination of the local proceedings with the main proceedings, which include some
specific powers of intervention given by the [Regulation] to the liquidator of the main proceedings ... and the
transfer of any surplus in the local proceedings to the main proceedings. 126

5. 6. 2. 2 Secondary Insolvency Proceedings

Here, locus stand; is more flexible: see Article 29 of the Regulation.
It is only in relation to territorial proceedings that the right to request the opening of

proceedings is limited by the Regulation to creditors who have their domicile, habitual
residence or registered office within the Member State in which the relevant establishment
is situated, or whose claims arise from the operation of that establishment. Any other con-
clusion would amount to indirect discrimination on the grounds of nationality, since non-
residents are in the majority of cases foreigners (Burgo Group).127

The Regulation grants broad discretion, with regard to the opening of secondary proceed-
ings, to the court before which an action seeking the opening of secondary proceedings has
been bought. Article 28 (old; now Article 35) of the Regulation determines in principle as
the law applicable to secondary proceedings that of the Member State within the territory
of which those secondary proceedings are opened. Whether opening of the proceedings is
'appropriate' has to be determined by that applicable law. EU law does have an impact on
that assessment though: in deciding appropriateness, Member States must not discriminate
on the basis of place of residence or registered office; the Regulation's motifs for allowing
secondary proceedings must be respected (in the main: protection of local interests, given that
universal proceedings may be preferred even though these often lead to practical difficulties);

124 Case C-112/lOZaza Retail, [2011} ECRI-11525.
Ibid, para 31. Note the contrast with secondary proceedings, where Art 29 allows for a much wider category

of persons to request the opening of such.
126 Virgos-Schmit Report, para 20, 17
127 Swgo Group (n 88).
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and finally the principle of sincere cooperation implies that the court assessing the secondary
proceedings must have regard to the objectives of the main proceedings (Burgo Group) .128

Localmsolvency proceedings following the activities of a debtor in that locality, but with
its COMI elsewhere, continue to be treated with caution in the EIR. Their inclusion at all in
the Regulation upsets the universality of the proceedings in the Member State of the COMI.
On the other hand they clearly can be of use in assisting with the main proceedings, espe-
cially in the realisation of local assets (this would be more challenging to organiseentirely
from the Member State of the COMI). Moreover they protect creditors in Member States
other than that of the COMI in the event the laws of that Member State do not (yet) allow
for opening of the proceedings.

In an attempt to limit the impact on universality, the former EIR attached different con-
ditions to local proceedings depending on whether proceedings in the Member State of
?e. _c,OM.I, had alreadybeen opened. If that is not the case, then the local proceedings,
aimed at the assets located in that territory, are referred to as 'territorial' insolvent pro-'
ceedings. From the moment proceedings are opened in the Member State of the COMI, any
temtoriar proceedings are renamed 'secondary proceedings'. Precisely because they are
also required in the event the laws of the Member State of theCOMI do not allow for open-
!?g- . procee<^ngs' 10CT1 credltorsdesel"vethe protection of local insolvency proceedings:
these territorial proceedings therefore can be both winding-up and restructuring proceed-
ings. The former EIR, however, prescribed that secondary proceedings, by contrast, always
had to be winding-up proceedings: see in this respect very clearly Article 3(3) infine: These
latter proceedings must be winding-up proceedings.'

I found the philosophy behind this never quite satisfactorily explained, in spite of the
vaHam efforts of scholarship--!29The net result'it is suggested, is that a restructuring effort
in the Member State oftheCOMI may quite effectivelybe undermined. At the verykastThe
negotiation position of relevant parties is seriously strengthened, by the creditors' insist-
ence indeed threat that they will open secondary proceedings. Such move effectively lifts
the assets in that Member State from the restructuring effort. (Although the courts in the
secondary State may be able to apply local conditions for winding-up in a way which does
not jeopardise such coordination.)
It is this negative impact on the proper restructuring effort in the Member State of the

COMI that has now led to the EIR 2015 dropping therondition that secondary proceeZ
mgs^must be winding-up proceedings. The aforementioned sentence no longer features in
the EIR 2015.

5. 7 Applicable Law

Article 4

Law applicable

1. Save as otherwise provided in this Regulation, the law applicable to insolvency proceedings and
their effects shall be that of the Member State within the territory of which such proceedings are
opened, hereafter referred to as the "State of the opening of proceedings"

128 Ibid.
129 See Moss et al (n 4) 51; and Viigos and Garcimartin (n 30) 157-58.
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316 The Insolvency Regulation

2. The law of the State of the opening of proceedings shall determine the conditions for the open-
mg of those proceedings, their conduct and their closure. It shall determine in particular:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

(h)
(i)

(i)

0)
0)
(J)

against which debtors msolvency proceedings may be brought on account of their capacity;
the assets which form part of the estate and the treatment of assets acquired by or devolv-
ing on the debtor after the opening of the insolvency proceedings;
the respective powers of the debtor and the liquidator;
the conditions under which set-ofifs may be invoked;
the effects of insolvent proceedings on current contracts to which the debtor is party;
the effects of the insolvency proceedings on proceedings brought by individual creditors,
with the exception of lawsuits pending;
the claims which are to be lodged against the debtor's estate and the treatment of claims
arising after the opening of insolvency proceedings;
the rules governing the lodging, verification and admission of claims;
the rules governing the distribution of proceeds from the realisation of assets, the ranldng
of claims and the rights of creditors who have obtained partial satisfaction after the open-
ing of insolvency proceedings by virtue of a right in rem or through a set-off;
the conditions for and the effects of closure of insolvency proceedings, in particular by
composition;

creditors' rights after the closure of insolvency proceedings;
who is to bear the costs and expenses incurred in the insolvency proceedings;
the rules relating to the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acts detrimental
to all the creditors.

Article 28

Applicable law

Save as otherwise provided in this Regulation, the law applicable to secondary proceedings shall
be that of the Member State within the territory of which the secondary proceedings are opened.

Article 4 of the Regulation is the general rule: unless otherwise stated by the Regulation,
the law of the State of the opening of proceedings is applicable. Renvoi is notspecifi-
cally excluded by the Regulation however it is safe to assume that it is. 130 To avoid doubt,
Article 28 reiterates the same conflict rule for secondary proceedings. The Regulation has
omitted doing the same for territorial proceedings however the lex concursus rule may be
viewed as the general conflicts rule of the Regulation and is hence arguably also valid for
territorial proceedings131 (validly opened).

The list of issues part of the applicable lay/, included in Article 4, is non-exhausuve. Many
of the issues listed are more specifically dealt with or at least additionally referred to in othe'r
parts of the Regulation.

5. 7. 1 Exceptions

The general rule of Article 4 inevitably had to be softened for quite a number of instances.
As noted in the introduction, insolvency proceedings involve a wide array of interests.

130 See also Virgos-Schmit Report, para 87, 63.
131 Ibid, para 89, 64.
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The expediency, efficiency and effectiveness craved inter alia by recital 2 (old; now 3) of the
Regulation, has led in particular to the automatic extension of all the effects of the applica-
tion of the lex concursus by the courts in the State of opening of the proceedings. That could
not be done without there being exceptions to the general rule:132

1. In certain cases, the Regulation excludes some rights over assets located abroad from
the effects of the insolvency proceedings (as in Articles 5, 6 and 7).

2. In other cases, it ensures that certain effects of the insolvency proceedings are governed
not by the law of the State of the opening, but by the law of another State, defined in
the abstract by Articles 8, 9, 10, 11, 14 and 15. In such cases, the effects to be given to the
proceedings opened in other States are the same effects attributed to a domestic pro-
ceedings of equivalent nature (liquidation, composition, or reorganization proceed-
ings) by the law of the State concerned. Of particular note are Article 5 on third parties'
rights in rem, Article 1 0 on employment contracts, and Article 13 on 'detrimental acts'.

The latter is a good example of the European harmonisation of the Vorfrage, alluded to else-

where in this volume. Within the context of the insolvency Regulation, the Vorfrage takes on

a specific form in Article 13 on 'detrimental' acts, in conjunction with its Article 4(2)(m) on
the rules relating to the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acts detrimental to
all creditors' (Virgos-Schmit Report). 133

3ceedings shall
;s are opened.

e Regulation,
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of interests.

The basic rule of the Regulation is that the law of the State of the opening governs, under Article 4, any possible
voidness, voidability or unenforceability of acts which may be detrimental to aU the creditors' interests. This
same law determines the conditions to be met, the manner in which the nullity and voidability function (auto-
maticaUy, by allocating retrospective effects to the proceedings or pursuant to an action taken by the liquidator,
etc) and the legal consequences ofnuUity and voidability.

Article 13 represents a defence against the application of the law of the State of the opening, which must be
pursued by the interested party, who must claim it. It acts as a "veto" against the invalidity of the act decreed by
the law of the State of the opening. Article 13 provides that the rules of the law of the State of the opening shall
not apply when the person who has benefited from the contested act provides proof that:

1. the act in question (eg a contract) is subject to the law of a Contracting State other than the State of the
opening of the proceedings; and

2. the law of that other State does not allow for this act to be challenged by any means.

By 'any means it is understood that the art must not be capable of being challenged using either rules on insol-
vency or general rules of the national law applicable to the act (eg to the contract referred to in paragraph (1)).
In the relevant case" means that the act should not be capable of being challenged in fact ie after taking into

account all the concrete circumstances of the case. It is not sufficient to determine whether it can be challenged
in the abstract.

The aim of Article 13 is to uphold legitimate expectations of creditors or third parties of the validity of the act
in accordance to the normally applicable national law, against interference from a different "lex concursus".
From the perspective of the protection of legitimate expectations, the operation of Article 13 is justified with
regard to acts carried out prior to the opening of the insolvency proceedings, and threatened by either the
retroactive nature of the insolvency proceedings opened in another country or actions to set aside previous

132 Ibid, para 92, 68 ff. The Virgos-Schmit Report contains details of each of the exceptions.
. 33 Ibid, paras 135 ff, 87 ff.
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,
act°^h£ .debto^brou^by. the, li_quidator in those proceedings- After the proceedings have been opened in
aMTber state'the creditor>s r£liance on the validity of the transaction under the'naSonal law^appS ,'n)
n.oD'.msolwD^SItuation. s is no.longer justified- Then^forth, all unauthorised disposals by Ae dTbto^ ^
prm^lemefectivebynrtueofAe. dIvestmentofhisPowerstodisP°^°fthea7sertsa7d^
msedmall-Memberstates-Artide 13 does not protect against such an effect °~fthe-insolvency~'proceeding^d
it is not applicable to disposals occurring after the opening of the insolvency proceedings^

lisnoteworthy thatArtid"8-15 do not affect the international workings of the Regula-
tion: as noted, in relation to third States, the Regulation does not impair the freedom oTthe

. States to adopt the appropriate rules. Consequently, where die relevant'apo'hc
law as determined by Articles 8-15 is not that of a Member State7theTawoftheStTteo7th^
opening of proceedings does not slot in by default: 'The need to protect legitimate'expe^
tca:tions/and the certainty of transactions is equally valid in relations with non^Membert
States' (Virgos-Schmit Report). 134 The Regulation is restricted to~them'tra"EU'effec'Tof
insolvency proceedings and Member States are therefore free to decide whidTruTes"
deem most appropriate in other cases.

^ An important application of Article 13 (now Article 1) was made by the CJEU in Lutz.w
IhilTlmTratesthemcreasmg relevance ofthe actiopauliana in protecting'credkors

n their debtor's msolvency. The core underlying issue for Lutz is that7in"thelbsence"of
1 in companies (arguably a direct result indeed of the regulatory comDe-

tition in Member States' corporate law following the CJEU's case-law on freedom ofestob-
it: see the relevant chapter), civil law mechanisms have become more relevant th"an

to companies' liability.

.

S!reSe!(?n m0^ clas,sic modes of securitisation, one may want to have more predict-
' in what law will apply to those securitised agreements. That is whereVhei

Regulation comes in, in providing for a mechanism which allows parties' to mdeed^
PMli esrthefreedom to, choose. applicable law for the relevant agreements. Artide7(!)m

'insi°.lve^cy, Regulation (in ^e newRegulation this is Artide 7(m)-unchanged)/as
notedmakes the. !ex concwsus appllcable in Principle: the lex concursus~app]ies~tor^ihe
rules relating to the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of legal acte~SmentaltouaU

,.'

However, Article 13 (16 new-unchanged) insulates a set of agreements from the actio

Article 4(2)(m)^shaU not apply where the person who benefited from an act detrimental to all the

of proceedings, and
that law does not allow any means of challenging that act in the relevant case.

134 Ibid, para 93, 69.
^cnaT, c;557/13 Hermam Lutz v Elke B""^> acting as Uquidator of ECZ Autohandel GmbH ECU:EU:C:2015:227.
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The crucial consideration in Lutz was whether the absence of means of challenge in the
lex causae, relates to substantive law only, or also to procedural law. The time-line and
relevant distinction in German and Austrian law was as follows:136

17 Mar 2008-Austrian court issues an enforceable payment order in favour of Mr Lutz against
the debtor company
18 April 2008-debtor files application for German insolvency proceedings
20 May 2008-attachment of three Austrian bank accounts of the company
4 August 2008-German insolvency proceedings opened (as main proceedings) in respect of the
company

17 Mar 2009-Austrian bank pays monies to Mr Lutz

Under German law, any enforcement of security over the debtor's assets during the month pre-
ceding the lodging of the application to open proceedings is legally invalid once proceedings are
opened. Under Austrian law, an action to set aside a transaction must be brought within one year
after the opening of proceedings, failing which it becomes time-barred. By contrast, the limitation
period under German law is three years. Although the attachment order was granted before the
application to open main proceedings was filed, the actual attachment itself took place after that
filing and the subsequent payment of monies by the bank took place after main proceedings were
opened in Germany. Mr Lutz argued that art 13 applied and that the payment could no longer be
challenged by the German liquidator under Austrian law as the one-year limitation period had
expired.

Essentially, the Court expressed sympathy for the cover of procedural limits to fighting det-
rimental acts to be determined by the lex causae. (It dismissed any relevance of Article 12(1) d
of the Rome I Regulation, which provides that prescription and limitation of actions are
governed by 'the law applicable to a contract': the Insolvency Regulation is most definitely
lexspecialis).

However, leaving the matter up to the lex causae would cause differentiated application
of the Insolvency Regulation across the Member States. Consequently the CJEU opts for
autonomous interpretation, ruling that

Article 13 of Regulation No 1346/2000 must be interpreted as meaning that the defence which
it establishes also applies to limitation periods or other time-bars relating to actions to set aside
transactions under the lex causae. (49)

The judgment essentially confirmed the EFTA Court's views on the similar proviso in
Directive 2001/24 on the winding-up of credit institutions (LBI hfv Merrill Lynch). 137

Following Lutz, application of the rule for lex causae in the context of detrimental
acts/acrio pauliana was also made in Nike, Case C-310/14. 138 Nike (incorporated in The
Netherlands) had a franchise agreement with Sportland Oy, a Finnish company. This agree-
ment is governed by Dutch law (through choice of law). Sportland paid for a number of
Nike deliveries. Payments went ahead a few months before and after the opening of the
insolvency proceedings. Sportland's liquidator attempts to have the payments annulled,
and to have Nike reimburse them.

;mbH ECU:

136 K Stones, "CJEU Guidance on Detrimental Acts', 22 April 2015, http://blogs.lexisnexis.co.uk/randVqeu-
guidance-on-detrimental-acts/, accessed 22 September 2015.

37 Case E-28/13 LBI hfvMerrill Lynch International Ltd, [2014] EFTA Ct Rep 970.
138 C-310/14 Nike European Operations Netherlands v SportlandOy, ECLI:EU:C:2015:690.
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Under Finnish law, paragraph 10 of the Law on Recovery of Assets provides that the
payment of a debt within three months of the prescribed date maybe challenged if it is paid
with an unusual means of payment, is paid prematurely, or in an amount which, in view of
the amount of the debtor's estate, may be regarded as significant. Under Netherlands law,
according to Article 47 of the Law on Insolvency (Faillissementswet), the payment of an
outstanding debt may be challenged only if it is proven that when the recipient received
the payment he was aware that the application for insolvency proceedings had already been
lodged or that the payment was agreed between the creditor and the debtor in order to give
priority to that creditor to the detriment of the other creditors.

Nike first of all argued, unsuccessfully in the Finnish courts, that the payment was not
unusual. The Finnish courts essentially held that under relevant Finnish law, the payment

was unusual among others because the amount paid was quite high in relation to the overall
assets of the company. Nike argued in subsidiary order that Dutch law, the lex causae of the
franchise agreement, should be applied. Attention then focussed (and the CJEU held on)
the burden of proof under Article 13, as well as the exact meaning of 'that law does not
allow any means of challenging that act in the relevant case.'

Firstly, the Finnish version of the Regulation seemingly does not include wording identi-
cal or similar to 'in the relevant case' (Article 13 in fine). Insisting on a restrictive interpreta-
tion of Article 13, which it had also held in Lutz, the CJEU held that all the circumstances of
the cases need to be taken into account. The person profiting from the action cannot solely
rely 'in a purely abstract manner, on the unchallengeable character of the act at issue on the
basis of a provision of the lex causae'. 139

Related to this issue the referring court had actually quoted the Virgos Schmit report,
which reads in relevant part (at 137): 'By "any means" it is understood that the act must
not be capable of being challenged using either rules on insolvency or general rules of the
national law applicable to the act'. This interpretation evidently reduces the comfort zone
for the party who benefitted from the act. It widens the search area, so to speak. It was sug-
gested, for instance, that Dutch law in general includes a prohibition of abuse of rights,
which is wider than the limited circumstances of the Faillissementswet, referred to above.

The CJEU surprisingly does not quote the report however it does come to a similar con-
clusion: at 36: the expression does not allow any means of challenging that act... " applies,
in addition to the insolvency rules of the lex causae, to the general provisions and principles
of that law, taken as a whole.'

Attention then shifted to the burden of proof: which party is required to plead that
the circumstances for application of a provision of the lex causae leading to voidness,
voidability or unenforceability of the act, do not exist? The CJEU held on the basis of
Article 13s wording and overall objectives that it is for the defendant in an action relating
to the voidness, voidability or unenforceability of an act to provide proof, on the basis of
the lex causae, that the act cannot be challenged. The defendant has to prove both the facts
from which the conclusion can be drawn that the act is unchallengeable and the absence of
any evidence that would militate against that conclusion (at 25).

However, (at 27) 'although Article 13 of the regulation expressly governs where the bur-
den of proof lies, it does not contain any provisions on more specific procedural aspects. For
instance, that article does not set out, inter alia, the ways in which evidence is to be elicited,

139 See above (n 9) at 21.
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what evidence is to be admissible before the appropriate national court, or the principles
governing that court's assessment of the probative value of the evidence adduced before it7

.

(T)he issue of determining the criteria for ascertaining whether the applicanthasTnfact
proven that the act can be challenged falls within the procedural autonomy of the relevant
Member State, regard being had to the principles of effectiveness and equivalence^at^)"

The Court therefore once again bumps into the limits of autonomous interpretation.
How concrete (as opposed to 'in the abstract': see the CJEU's words, above) the defendant
has to be in providing proof (and foreign expert testimony with it), may differ greadyin'the
various Member States.

S-T!?1! ̂ w identified by the Regulation is a national law (as signalled above, typi-
"dlyalbeit not always of one of tbe Member states)- The Regulation harmomseTjurisdIc-
tion and choice of laws rules on insolvency proceedings. It does not harmonise ir
i!^?nl".np,ort,antcomm,on p/in,uple of insolvencylaw is however promoted by the Regu/-
lation, namely the principle of collective satisfaction. A creditor who, after the openine0 of

^c.ee?nT. obtamstT\orpartial, satisfaction ofhis claim mdividua'uybreachesYh^
apk of coUective satisfaction on which the insolvency proceedings are based. Hence, the
obUgation to return what has been obtained'. The liquidator may demand either'the return
of the assets received or the equivalent in money, as provided for in Artide20:

Article 20

Return and imputation

1. A creditor who, after the opening of the proceedings referred to in Article 3(1) obtair
means, in particular through enforcement, total or partial satisfaction of his claim onthe'assets

e, shall return what
obtained to the liquidator, subject to Articles 5 and 7.

2. In order to ensure equal treatment of creditors a creditor who has, in the course of in
PTO^eedmgs'obtamed adividendon his claim shall share in distributions made in other pro/-
c^dmgs. only where cl'editors ofthe same rankin6OT categoryhave- in those other prowedm'gs,

5. 8 Recognition and Enforcement of Insolvency Proceedings

.

rforccogmze forelgn,Judgments " to admit for the territory of the recognising State the authorit
i. (Virgos-Schmit Report)140

^LRT?ti,onacco?is il^mediate rccognition of judgments concerning the opening,
^>lrleLand. cl,os.ure of insolvency Proceedings which come within its scope and o^udg'-'
^ln tsha.nc!ed^ow?in direct connection with such insolvency proceedmgs141 Within the

system of the Regulation, therefore, recognition is automatic. It requires no prelimu
r a court of the requested State. The automatic recognition however only applies

S^gmlT}No^judicial Proceedmgs which'as noted above, may be covered by the Reg-
i, are not subject to its provisions on recognition and enforcement.

140 Virgos-Schmit Report, para 143, 92.
141 Ibid." "----~r""'fuu-'
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5. 8. 1 Judgments Concerning the Opening of Insolvency Proceedings

With respect to the openingofthe proceedings, the rule is laid down in Article 16 (Article 19
of the 2015 EIR however, in substance unaltered), and the effects of the recognition is
regulated in Articles 17-24 (Articles 22 ft of the 2015 EIR).

Article 16

Principle

1. Any judgment opening insolvency proceedings handed down by a court of a Member State
which has jurisdiction pursuant to Article 3 shall be recognised in all the other Member States
from the time that it becomes effective in the State of the opening of proceedings.
This rule shall also apply where, on account of his capacity, insolvency proceedings cannot be
brought against the debtor in other Member States.

2. Recognition of the proceedings referred to in Article 3(1) shall not preclude the opening of the
F_roce,ed!^gs rcferred to in Article 3{T> bya court in another Member State. The latter pi owed-

ings shall be secondary insolvency proceedings within the meaning of Chapter III.
The automatic recognition of the judgments opening insolvency proceedings has practical
impact mostly in that it means an occupation of the field', and fixation of applicable law.

The law of the State of the opening of proceedings provides for the relevant trigger: the
automatic recognition requires that the judgment opening insolvency proceedingsbecome
.

effective' in the State of opening. It is not necessary for it to be 'final': even if it is a provi-
sional opening, eg subject to appeal in the State of opening, the judgment still enjoys rec-
ognition under Article 16 That insolvency proceedings cannot be brought in the State of
recognition on account of the debtor's capacity (one imagines in particular: those Member
States which do not have in insolvency procedure for natural persons who are not acting
in a professional ('trader') capacity), is specificaUy ruled out as relevant by the second para
of Article 16(1). Article 26 adds moreover specifically that the State requested can in such
instance not invoke public policy in its territory to oppose recognition on those grounds.
Article J7 distinguishes between the recognition of main compared to territorial
proceedings:

Article 17

Effects of recognition

1. The judgment opening the proceedings referred to in Article 3(1) shall, with no further formali-
ties, produce the same effects in any other Member State as under this law of the State of the
opening of proceedings, unless this Regulation provides otherwise and as long as no proceed-
ings referred to in Article 3(2)are opened in that other Member State.

2. The effects of the proceedings referred to inArticle 3(2) may not be challenged in other Member
States. Any restriction of the creditors' rights, in particular a stay or discharge, 'shall produce
effects vis-^-vis assets situated within the territory of another Member State only in the case of
those creditors who have given their consent.

Artide 17 is now Article 20 of the 2015 EJR, however, in substance the regime is unaltered.
The Regulation uses what is known as the 'extension' model: proceedings in another Mem-
^T itate w,m not'as rcgard their efferts'be simply equated with national proceedmgs of

the State where recognition is sought. Rather, they will be recognised in those States with
the same effects attributed to them by the law of the State of opening, and subject to the
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Article 26's provision on public policy therefore is formulated in a restrictive sense-the
identical provision is Article 33 in the 2015 EIR:143

Article 26

Public policy

Any Member ̂State may refuse to recognise insolvency proceedings opened in another Member
1 enforce a judgment handed down in the context of such proceedings where the'effects

0 -su , rccogmtion or enforcement would be manifestly contrary to that State's public policy, in
particular its fundamental principles or the constitutional rights and liberties of the'mdmdual.'

T^, onlygroundfor OPPOSing/ecognition is that the foreign judgment is contrary to the
public policy of the requested State. Consequently (Virgos-Schmit Report):144

L Theforel8n. iudgme"t cannot be the subject ofreview as regards its substance (revision au fond). All ques-
ton^rcgardingthe substance must be discussed before the courts of the State of the opening of procadings.

: where recognition or enforcement is requested, the court may only decide .
2. TheJRegulation] contains no provisions as to the verification of the international jurisdiction of the court of

Sin (theamrt in the State of the opening of proceedings which has jurisdiction under Artide
). The courts of the requested States may not review the jurisdiction of the court of the

a, but only verify that the judgment emanates from a court of a [Member] State whid'daims
jurisdiction under Article 3 of the [Regulation].

5.9 Powers of the Liquidator/Insolvency Practitioner

Article 18 (old; now 21), too, uses the extension model: the liquidator's powers, their nature
^d^.eLs^plaredetermined bv the_law of the State of the opening of the'proceedings
?Jespect. of^hi^h l?e was appointed-That law also establishes the liquidator's'obligations
(the exerase of which moreover is influenced by the limitations to the applicable law under
AIti<?!-7. ff)'Art?cles 31,~37 (now 41-51) confer Powers on the liquidator of the main pro'-
TSg,s.t<La>ordinTte thos! Proceedings and any secondary proceedings (which^by"vh:tue
of Article 37 (new), he may himself request in the Member State(s) concerned.

Frustration is aired by many commentators that the supervision, cooperation and coor-
dination provisions of the Regulation apply to and between liquidators only, not, atleast not
formally, to and between courts. While such requirement of cooperation may be'as'sumed
^^e. ilSplied in, the Re8ulationl h would nevertheless have been useful to have hadspedfi^
?s!n"Sns .to that effect: that is now addressed bya whole set of provisions in the Reguh-
tion which aim at encouraging cooperation.

" ^ortuga.1 issueda Declaration to thisArtide, see [2000] OJ C183/1.
144 Virgos-Schmit Report, para 202, 126.
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Introduction
• European insolvency framework

• The Insolvency Regulation is binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all 
Member States (except Denmark) without the need (or possibility) for ratification 
or implementation by domestic legislation.

• The Insolvency Regulation does not harmonise substantive or procedural
insolvency law in Europe. It is a private international law instrument that contains
uniform rules on (i) jurisdiction, (ii) applicable law, and (iii) recognition.

• Mutual trust

• Regulation 1346/2000 Regulation 2015/848         
• (from 31 May 2002) (from 26 June 2017)

• For EU legislation and case law, see www.eur-lex.europa.eu

http://www.eur-lex.europa.eux.eu/


Scope
• Territorial scope:

• The Insolvency Regulation applies only to insolvency proceedings where 
the centre of the debtor’s main interests (COMI) is located in the EU.

• If a debtor’s COMI is located outside the EU, the Insolvency Regulation 
does not apply and courts are free to apply their own domestic private 
international law rules.

• If a non-EU corporate debtor’s COMI is located in the EU, the Regulation 
applies!
• E.g. BRAC Rent-A-Car International Inc



Scope
• The Insolvency Regulation applies to public collective proceedings based on 

laws relating to insolvency: art 1(1).
• former Insolvency Regulation was restricted to proceedings in which a debtor is totally or 

partially divested of its assets and an insolvency practitioner is appointed, i.e. proceedings 
within Art 1(1)(a).

• The scope of the Insolvency Regulation has been extended to include hybrid and pre-
insolvency proceedings

• NOT the UK scheme of arrangements (Recital 16)

• Annex A

• Certain entities are excluded: art. 1(2)



Modified universalism
• Main proceedings with universal effect

• Centre of main interests (COMI) (art. 3)
• Automatic recognition in other Member States (art. 19 and 20)
• Insolvency proceedings and their effects are governed by the law of the Member 

State where the proceedings have been opened (art. 7, with exceptions in art. 8-18)
• Insolvency practitioner can exercise his powers in other Member States (art. 21)
• Publicity (art. 24-30)

• Secondary proceedings with territorially limited effect in Member States where the debtor 
has an establishment
• Establishment (art. 3 (2), 2 (10))
• Effects restricted to assets situated in that Member State (art. 3(2), 34)
• Limits the ’universal’ effect of main proceedings

• Rules to localise assets: art. 2(9)

• Cooperation and Communication (art. 41 et seq.)



COMI
• Jurisdiction to be determined by the court ex officio (art. 4 (1))

• Art. 3 (1)
• For incorporated debtors: presumption that COMI is at registered office
• How to rebut the presumption?

• CJEU re Eurofood (case C-341/04)
• CJEU re Interedil (case C-396/09)

• Recitals, par. 28 and 30

• COMI to be determined on the basis of the facts at the time of the request to
open proceedings
• CJEU re Staubitz-Schreiber (case C-1/04)

• COMI determination binding on courts of other Member State
• CJEU re Eurofood (case C-341/04) , see also Recitals, par. 65 





COMIgration
• Forum shopping not looked at favourably

• Recitals, par. 5

• Practice: COMI-shifts
• Change of registered office
• Change of ”centre of management and supervision”

• Regulation seeks to provide safeguards against fraudulent or abusive forum 
shopping
• Recitals, par. 29, 31, 32
• Art. 3(1), 5



The reach of the courts of the 
Member States
• The courts of the Member State where proceedings have been opened have jurisdiction for any 

action which derives directly from the insolvency proceedings and is closely linked with them
• Art. 6(1)
• See e.g. CJEU re NK/BNP Paribas Fortis (case C-535/17)

• Judgements are automatically recognised and can be enforced in other Member States (art. 32)

• Jurisdiction extends to defendants outside of the EU
• E.g. CJEU re Schmid/Hertel (case C-328/12)

• If an action is determined to be within the scope of the Insolvency Regulation, the conflict of 
laws rules of the Regulation apply
• CJEU re Kornhaas/Dithmar (case C-594/14): German directors’ liability rules apply to a UK 

company



Secondary proceedings
• Objectives (Recitals, par. 40)

- Protection of local interests (e.g. priority rights)
- Efficient administration of the estate

• Risks
- E.g. CJEU re Bank Handlowy (case C-116/11)

• Novalties in the EIR (recast)

• Secondary proceedings no longer necessarily liquidation proceedings

• “Synthetic” secondary proceedings (art. 36)

• Postponement of the opening of secondary proceedings in view of 
negotiations on a rescue plan (art. 38)



Groups of companies

• Each entity within a group is a separate debtor

• Group COMI?
- Recitals, par. 53

• Chapter V (Insolvency Proceedings of Members of a group of Companies)

- Obligations of cooperation and communication (art. 56-60)
- Group coordination proceedings (art. 61-77)



BREXIT




